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Terms:
The Portland Daily Press It

published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 86,00per year in advance, to which will be added twenty-lire cents for
each three months’ delay, and if not paid at the eud
of the year the

paper

will be

discontinued.

Single copies three cents.
The Maine State Press is published every Thurs-

day morning, at 82.00 per annum in advance ; 82.25
if paid within sijPmonths; find 82.60, if payment be
delayed beyond the year.
Rates of Advertising:
Transient Advertisements, 81.00 per square,
for three insertions or less ; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, 81.25 per square; 76 cents per
week after. One sqnare every other day one week,
81.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, 8c., under head of Amusements,
flLOO per square per week.
Special Notices, 81.50 per square for first week,
81.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for une insertion. No charge less than fifty

j

cents.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements

inserted

in

the

Maine

State

Tress (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 88 oents per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Transient

advertisements must be paid for In ad-

vance.

tT* All communications intended for the paper
ahonld be directed to the Edit or§ of the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Pvb/iahrr$.

IT*The Portland Daily and Maine State
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82* Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the

evening.
UT Job Printing of every description executed
dispatch; and all business pertaining to the of-

with
fice

or

paper
above.

promptly

transacted

on

application

remnant of the wounded and surviving
of the Harriet Lane were observed upon
her decks, placed in such a position that any
Are from cither of the gunboats must be fatal
to them; while a small boat was seen leaving
her, flying a flag of truce, and containing the
only surviving officer of the devoted crew.—
The boat boarded the Clifton, informing the
officers that a continued tiring could only re
suit in the entire destruction of the small remnant still left of those who, a few moments before, so gallantly offered their lives in the defense of their country's flag. A boat was now
dispatched from the Clifton to the flag-ship,
where an interview was held bewteen
Captain
Law and Commodore Kenshaw, the result of
which is not known, and during which the
Owasco, the Sachem and the Clifton all hoisted
flags of truce. Commodore Kenshaw soon afterwards sent a boat to the Mary Boardman,
requesting the privilege of transferring his
crew and a portion of the
ship’s furniture,
jiersonal effects, and such articles as could be
easily moved, on board of that vessel, at the
same time informing
Captain Weir, of the
Boardman, that be intended to blow up his
to
her
from
ship prevent
falling into the hands
of the rebels, who were now preparing to advance in full force upou us.
The request was
granted, and the crew and luggage were transferred to tile Boardman, while the ducks of
the flagship were saturated with turpentine,
trains laid connecting with the magazines,
and safety-valve chained down to render the
destruction more complete. Com. Kenshaw.
with his 1st Lieut. Zimmerman, and Chief
Engineer Green, together with the boat's crew
of the commodore's gig, remained behind to
make more certain the destruction of the illfated Westfield.
The match having been
touched, the commodore and his officers descended into the gig, when, horrible to relate,
a premature explosion took place,
completely
destroying the fore part of the vessel, and at
the same time those in the gig alongside.
The other vessels not knowing that Com.
Kenshaw was killed, soon hoisted the srgnal
for “What’s the matter?” and that being replied to, “What shall Ido?” appeared Irani
the ma-thcads of all. The Mary Boardman
started out the bay. lightening by throwing
over hay and other parts of the
cargo on deck
to cross the bar.
Soon a party of rebels were
seen hauling artillery down to the
point with
a ten-mule t am.
The rebel steam ts, with
the Mississippi steamer laden with sharpshooters, were also coming down. As many as six
pieces of heavy artillery were along the shore.
They directed their Are against the Sachem,
following along the beach.
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BURLEIGH’S,

ol

Book and

163 jVXiddle Street.

Liverpool,

Business Cards of Every
Style and Cost.

and

Commission

FOB THE

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

&*Philadelphia

Of every

GOODS,

EOR SALE AT

'FIRE

For

|

officers, made to order, from
with dispatch, and at low prices.

Uyt

boat

material,

BANK CHECKS, NOTES. ANB BILLS OF LAWNS.

INSURANCE.

—

Agent of the following Finer Claus Insurance Co’,.
NatiMil lne.ni.ee Coupon).
•
Of Boston.
Cash Capita! and Surplus *600.000.

WORK,

And

other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

Bllton’s

It is invslmhla

Printing

WEDDING AND A p D R ES 8
Our

be

as

CARDS

Style* ore uoaurpaaaed.

SHOP BILLS,

Portland, June 28.1862.

OIR STOCK OF CLOTHS

9100

Buyers

before par*
bought before the great

chasing elsewhere,
rise on goods.

as

it

was

our

stock

LIFE INSURANCE.

And

New England Life Insurance

JOSIAt bueleigh.
Portland. July 22. 18«2.

CAS1I

CAPITAL, «2.312.945 14, INVESTED.

Pensions

Tilpolicy

BLEKIEB FLAX BUCK, V1TQ BLl'E STRIPS,

$335,000.

(A substitute for Cotton.)

nBLEACH E D CARTAS, WITH REB STRIPE,

Premium*' may be paid in cash, or iu quarterly or
semi-annual
pat incuts; or when for whole life, they
may be paid naif cash, and the balance in cash oh
five years, with interest.
Amount taken iu one

SETH E. BEED1

• 15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may bo paid iu ten yean—no forfeiture

ALSO ON HAND

BOLT

For sale

by

LE MKST7RIER Ar CITAMPIDS
8t. Peter

Street,QUEBEC*

ty.Samples ou hand,

and orders taken by
J. T. PATTEN A CO.,
Frout Street. Batb.

Oct. 11—6m

0

"machineryT
Steam and (.as

Fitting*,

Ac.

subscriber would inform his friends and

THE
public, that be may be found at

UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any
for steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and Gas Fittings of all descriptions.

tho

Bknj.

orders

ttttiug the above for steam

1

decl9

MARINE
Railway Chain* and Track Irons.
undersigned has been appointed Agent for
the sale or Marine Railway and other Chains,
in the United States and British North America,manufactured by Henry Wood A Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marino
Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with tho Spmeket wheel to match, and warranted to tit. These chaius are made of au iron pcculiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
shows Its average breaking strain to be 86 tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine those in actual
service.
Marin** Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also.
of all kinds, Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit; also, all kinds of ships’ Chain Cables, at lowest rates.
Mr. C. feels confident he cau
supply the above articles on a« favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL,

THE

Spikes

Sub-marine Engineer,
New Bedford. Mass.

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
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Lawrence,

B’nkofCommeree.Boston,"
"
"
North America,
"
"
Howard Bank,
"
Sftfety Fund Bank,
"
Eliot Bank,

LOBBERT,

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Hard and Soft Wood.

Lowell A Lawrence R. R.
Stony Brook

"

Manufacturing Stocks,

6

United States Bonds, 6 per

Deposited

cent

with U. S. As istant t

at Boston,
Balance in hands of Agents,

Liabilities.

.due

1881,

00
67

reasurer

16,00000
642 68

*168.1*4

13

Office
J»n2

MUNGER, Agent,

No. 1GO Fore Street,
Head of Long Wharf.

•8

ere

Maine

Wh'f.
~

TODD’S LUX SOUS

HAIR

ID Y E !

market has been flooded for

with differ
have never
satisfied the expectations or purchasers. The hb
plus ultra has beeu reached at last in TODD’S
IiAIK DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used It. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and
gives the hair a beautiful rich brow u or black color. Directions for
using
—which are
simple—accompanv each bottle.
very
One superiority ot Todd’s Lux bofts Hair Dye over
all others Is, you do uot have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the
dye, and there is but
one kind to he used, and that can be
put on the same
as oil and water, without
any trouble, unlike all othYears

THE
eut articles called Hair
Dyes, which

er dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dve Is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. L'nlike
all other dyes, it will color loug hair, w hich other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as wu

know you will use no other after
tcF For sale only at

once

Grain,

A.

dJgtfe

—

NEW

a

PARKER,

TTUMSSBS. PEW-CVSU-

,n

Best

re-

im-

Having
Nos. 17 A 19

-Dealer* In—

Coal, Wood and

u__

HKNRV L.

PAINE.
WILIBAMC. HOW.

and

bib m mns, cub tail

at

all

Film), KEROSENE OIL, Ac..
S* Commercial Street, Thomae Block,
JaWdAwly

BROWN,

daily receiving the

firen to CUTTING aad
GARMENTS, by

attention

MAKING BOYS'
PARTICULAR

lat-

styles of

A. IF. REEVES,
»8

*

■

Tnilor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland. Aug «. IMS.

dly

JOHN LYNCH A CO,

mi. STOCK n, THIS

Latest Styles of
READY-MADE

PORTLAND. MR

Boys, Boy*, Boya.

Fancy Doeskins and Casslmcrrs.
A

IB

upon

CLOTHS, OVERCOATIHOS.
ALAO,

DIALS*#

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Opposite the Custom Houee,
sst

DOTttf

WHOLKSALB

At B!i Middle St root.
on hand, and are
most desirable

I
I

JOHW W. PERKINS A CCU

JOHN ROBINSON.
declfttf
Port!sod, Deo. 15.HW2

Have

Roodng Stele,

'•275 CotnmeroiHl Street,
Opposite Smith’s Wharf..Port laud, Mb.

bnilding,

and fltted It up anew, I am now ready to wait
my former customers and the public generally,
hours, with all the luxuries of the duy.

00“

(Formerly WILLIAM C. HOW A CO.,)

Exchange Street,

r.ARDI\t:R A

dtf

HENRY L. PAINE 4

House.

leased the

Photograph,

TRASK dk LEWIS,
Square, h’d Preble St.

EXCHANGE

•

or

37 Mnrket
July 14th. 186*.

•et
up iu the beet manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL. JOHN Bo'rI).
8. D. MERRILL.

Eating

Ambrotype
—

Water Closets, Urinals, Force ami Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Boscls, Silver Plated 4* Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.

__au*4dl>
MERCHANTS'

YOU

not foil to call at Ko r Market So Bare, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satuflietfou. at pricer rhich
defy competition.
N. B
Large Ambrotypea on/p P\ftm Call.

bought,

jul30d«in

L.._J

dtf

DO

Farntlnre

varnished. Chairs re-caned in
Second-hand Furniture

of

OlotliB,

-WAIT TH1-

manner.

All kinds

(toll assortment of

IF

F» L XJ M B E R 8,

I V

a

Portland. Sept. M. 1*B.

148 Eichangr Street, Portlasd.

exchanged.

BOSTON.

aeleeted stock of

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

-AMD-

Lounges, Bedsteads,

or

—

And Is prepared to make them op at abort notice.
Call and See,

FURNITURE,

and

weU

Bgllltary

MaNiAictarer mf

it A

rzoz

AND

large and

Also

UPHOLSTERER

SPBIXG-BKDS,

just a aria* id

STREET,

dly
F.

zee

Cloths, CusiRicrts and Yaotiiifst

Tailor,

...

REEVES,

YORK

With

CLOTHING,

using this.

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74 Middle, corner of Exchange Street.
•cptlSlf

D.

The Tailor,

NAVY

Portland. Aag. 6.1862.

deter-

jniaitf

i

rariety and style for gentlemea’a and lawear, and inrlte alT hie old customs re
public generally to glee them a call whenceartheeMrw to replgnlih their "anderatandlaga
L is agent for the Learitt and WiJeoz
* w-JT
Glbba SEWING-MACHINES —gf 1Tmt
dles

and the

ar-

EXCHANGE

WILLIAM

pc) cash.

SAWYER * WHITNEY.

Losses reported upon which the liability
of the Co. is not determined
§10,000 00
Amouut of all other claims against the
Co., (chiefly dividends uncalled for)
1,786 92
.1 W DANIEL*, President.
EPHRAIM BROWN, Secretary.

JOHN W.

Office, Commercial St., head qf

*42,9*1 10
17,606 36
16.180 00
1,100 00
1,650 00
6.260 00
1,600 00

W. LOTHROP,
(Formerly E. Shaw h Co.l
Ko. S3 MIDDLE STREET.
■Ml Aa usual.keeps eonatantly supplied with freak
Ml and rasliinnabl. Ill N>TS and SHOES, in era-

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

COAL

■ uc puouc »ro rnjnMU'a 10 c«u,
u we
mined to glee good bargains to those who

6.125 00
6.000 00
6.000 00
6.000 00
2,000 00
8,000 00
8.200 00
13.466 00
6,226 00

—

trarellaa oat#t.
J R DL'RAN.

a

mu

W.

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
A. D. REEVES.

.-rlption (hr

B00T8, SHOES A RUBBERS.

Portland. Me.*
JeS3tf

AND

and

pruing ererr
Je ». 1*0.

L D. MERRILL A CO.,

rilHESR Coals are strictly of the best quality, and
JL warranted to give satisfaction.

OF BOSTON, MASS..

Capital Stock.*10«.100
at risk.2,899,860

ARMY

sold

FOR 8UITI1S' USE.

Novemlifr 1st. 1803.

Fashionable Stock of tboebCTeartieloi iray be fool'd at thie aatabHshment, earnALAR
d«

ADDISON FRYE.

Csstwrrrial Street,

RAMUFACTSRT,

No. 105 MIDDLE STREET.

MERRILL’S WHARF,

HEAD OF

proved

JOHN'S,

CUMBERLAND

Howard Fire Insurance Company

DERAS’S

Corn, Xeal. Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Salt, Ac.
AMAKIAII FROST,

Corn,

F0RTHA1TEAUR,

4_I Carpet-Bags,
r

Flour and

Trvuxkn !

t ▼ ALIBIS,

I

Pure and Free BuraiaR.

-OF THE-

Amount

Federal Streets.

ALBERT WEBB & CO,

paired

THE GENUINE

eodly

fnrntiUfHti—at *uirk*.t vtiue:
Loans, atnplv secured by mortgages of
real estate.
Loans,amply secured by pledge of stocks,
182 shares Appleton Bank, Lowell,Mass.,

STORE,

VT- llalr Mattrceses renovated.

Wharf,

Trmxka;
t

10SS. fc„ fe.

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH.
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
;

bo

Memus. Flout fc
Faraharing leased my Mllland
purchased my stock and trade. Y cheerfully recoinBtvnd them to ray customer*.
-1'ortUnd. Nov. 1,1*62.
W. C. BRADLEY.
nov.3 tf

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

Agent,

TOUT LAND, MK

State Treasurer.

CQA l7&

CHEAP FOR CASH,

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

Railway

NEATLY EXECUTED

<

Uon. Joseph B. Hall,
Sec'y of State,
Uon. Nathan Dane,

or

orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery, Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personal attention to arranging
and settiug Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms
IRA WINN* Agent.
decl6 dtf

JanlO '62 dlawly*

_sepaodA wl4tf

WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
F. STJevsaa, Secretary.

No. 166 Fore Street, bend of Lon.

(re-

—

Uon. Lot M. Morrill,
U S. Senate,
Uon. James <i. Blaine,

Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of rears,
or ou certain contingencies.
Creditors may insure
their debtor* on time
“Mv object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
inode of making a provision for oue's family.”—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersiijiied will w*it upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
|rthce of busiucss.-aud assist them in making applications.
Reference* in Portland may be made to the following parties: Messrs. II J. Libby k Co., Meele k
Hayes. Ezra Carter. Jr Messrs Howard k jStrout,
Gep. W, Woodman,E*q.t Messrs. Johu Lynch & Co.,
Hezekiah Packard, Esq.

JOHN W. M UNGER,

37

Will also attend to

KXKKKKM KS

after.

ROPE CORDAGE, AC.,

AuRu-ta, Me.

(Office No. 9 State House.)

ruk.is

descriptions.
ALL FROM A © So*. 1 TO 6.
Of various

JnlrfEny

aad

FRYE,

Portland. Nor. 1,1862

—

fZL

style of

*

__

Procured for widow, or children of Officer* and Soldier, who hare died while iu the aerrice of the L'ai! ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions. Bounty and Back
Pay ot
looted for Seamen and their heirs.
Fee*, for each Pension obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claim* against tho (Government will reoe
prompt attention.
Post Office address

Company divides its net earnings to the life
holders, (not in scrip as some companies
cash,
do,)in
every tire years.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1868 to Life Members was
18

and

OF

114 Excuaei gyanr, PoaTLagD, Mb.

Ho.

-dealers is-

Pension*,

Established for Officers and -Soldiers, wounded or
disabled by sickuo(« contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

d«m

SAIL CLOTH.

Pen-ion,.

Invalid

Boston.

name

MAKER

Warm. Odd mA Skewer Mnih., Wait Bomb, Brail
amA SUrrr PUtfrA Cbekt.
______
Water Future for Dwell
SJ*TEBT
Deecitption ofPublic
L lag lionere.
Hotels,
Building,. 8Wpe. he,
arranged end let up in the beet manner, madall oregeooted. AU
•mmU7
kind, of Jobbing
promptly attended to.
( outnnlly on hand, Lead Pipe, aad Sheet Lead
and Beer Pump, of all kind,.

No. lOO Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where wa shall
keep constantly on hand.

ia the U. S. service.

COMPANY,

Street,

Bounty Money, Back Pay,

milE uud*»r*igued is prepared to obtain from the
K. United States (Government. fluO Bounty Monev,
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of officers or Soldiers dying

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1843.

163 Middle

daw

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

AND TRIMMING GOODS

will do well to look at

WEunder the

Floor,

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

quantity, qnality or price, and will
be sold very low, at whofeemle or retail, for cash.

—

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

and hare takeu Store

AND

1
j

Rauata

A.

PEARCE,
PLUMBER,

sst

FROST

PBOQBAMMEt,

to warrant entire sat*

Are unlimited in

Of! f e<iU

—

jaJfltf

WILLIAM

Copartnership Notire.
hare this day associated ourselres together

obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,

which will be told so
isfaction to the purchaser.

natekine

LORMCS RKI l,

_____

j
I
|
f All of

Cpkolrtering.

aqiiaJ.
rtnfy

C. H. B. aieo manufhetareo

Of every deeerlption.
Including Tati.oh'o- Sml.rScrrontrnu Durn, the beet kind ever unde
tri 11 order, for Repairing Farallnte, Taralektag.
Chair Beating. (.Inring, he.,
promptly mitended to.

Loaf Wh’l,

NEMDIMCI

»ovl~_Corner Exchange fc

Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods,
can

—

Oil—for mending

nr

BLAKE'S,

show-cases, desks, and dra wke-woee

BLOCK,

Shoe*, and for ecmentinr LetUwir Bdttac it hat

Executed iu Uete to euit the moat flutidiou*.

d\wtf

far Biklaine

Style,

—

ROBES FURBISHED TO OHDBM.

—

FURSITURE, IVORY, BOSE, CROCKERY,
OLASS AS!) BARTHES WARK.

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

AT

will bo sold cheaper than at any other place in
the city.

And

Cement,
or

H.

ARB

No. 30 UNION STREET.

Boota and ^hoea.

-AID-

Maine,

C.

JIMIrH HALS.

Inaolrabla in Water

Equitable Fire

June 38.

MOODT.

•• Parilenlar attention paid to procuring FrHakta,
and pare baaing Oargoea and cknrlert tor redaala.
dkw<Im7
Auguat 2. im

Diipttch.

and Marino Ine. Co.,
Of every description, made to order and warranted
Of Providence.
to fit.
j! Pcnrcrr Security, which ought always to he the
Jlrst crmeidmitiam in effecting insurance, is here ot*
I fered to the public, at the iogMl ratra cf premium
adopted bv esaet and rca/erneib/, eompeeie.
The largest and best selected stock a/
Office in “Boyd’a Building,’' opposite Foot Office.

-—Ever offered in

AMD DEALERS IV

FOB SOLEIMO OB

Relief Fire Vaeara.ee Company.
Of New York.
Ceah Capital and Sarplut, * 60,000.

READY-MADE CLOTHING,

0

•

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

B B m T

In. the N^eatest

and Cabin Stores,

JOHH TEA TOM,

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES a GLITTERED
W11ER DESIRED.

Ja.F. ChampHn.

bo found in thta city, of every deacrlptlon, tniohod and trimmed

To

—

Comer Commercial St. and

Stock,

OOFFIES

Portland, Me.

WARREN SPARROW,
car. mf Eichaif• lb.
PORTLAND, MF..,

epu bile Fire I.e.rance Company,
Of Naw York.
Cash Lanital and Surplus, *312,000.

CUSTOM

T TT XU

BROKERS, CHAXDLERS

Ship

OStee It Middle,

UNIFORMS,

Q, Twiteboli. juBldDm

John

Merchants,

MOULTOS’S

BURLEIGH'S.

MILITARY

arioty of Type.

apf. TktMi

PORTLAND, ME.

aodtf

SHIP

Billet* & Circulars in Every

I*-

PR0VHI0I8,

IE

FIAIRLIR

ilDRI* T. DOL*.

in

selling, regardless of Cost,

AT

FLOUR AID
oMercUl lb,

85 f

YE ATOM * HALE.

port, Mercban*
di7i'. Household Furniture, he., against loss by Fire.
9100.000 taken on any desirable Bisk.
Losses paid at the Portland Office.
ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.
Jan7tf

Clothing1

DEALERS

June 23

NEATEST MANNER.

Commission
£JP-Insnrc*« Building*, Vessels

Is

THE

TICKETS FOR SALE.

BURLEIGH’S.

Summer

BILL.IIF.ADS RULED AND CUT IN

Merchants.

-AMD DBALm

PORTLAND, Mm.

VIA FALL RIVER TO NSW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

description,

Commission

Ho. 5 Omit Blook Commercial Street,

Bay State Line of Steamers,

Promptly Exeeated

TWITCRCIA S C1UMPI.IM,

FLOUE, OOBN AND PBODUGE

-AND TU*—

aad

Merchants,

AMD WHOLESALE

OF

Press Office.

GENERAL

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,

NILITAK

Street,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
jcSSdtf

Variety

Orders,

—AT THS—

DOLE A MOODY,

Portland.

N. York

Neatly

Fancy Types, Sugar
Refinery,

If adequate to do any work demanded in thia State

NS,

PRINTING,

—

W.I1ATHAWAY,
Agent, Waekington, D. C.

Maine State

CO UFO

▲ HD ALL OTHKB KINDS

J.
oc21 tf

AND

Town Notes and

Soldiers’ Relief Association,

*800,000.

Exchange

Milk Street*

WITH

AiTeieF
AND

Tsiler,

•

Corporation Bonds,

and

PORTLAND, ME.

MAINE

Company,

Or 11 AKTgoRD, Cork.
AND SURPLUS OVER

Work

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

York.

JEtna Life Insurance

AGENT

a..

Agents,

Ngw

CAPITAL

*•

piled

according

Commercial Mutual Karine Ins. Co.

GREAT EXCITEMENT

Merchants’ Insurance Co.,

.v.iucinr

apnai, pam

to

TOWN

Federal 8u..

ad

So. 275 F

Bangor, Me.
invested

a

•

exchange street,
Portland. Angntte, IMS.
nT

Commanicationa to be addreaecd to
Their Katabllahment la furaiihed with all the
if.
roreU omleru machinery, and their aMortment of

REEVES,

*»

THOMPSON,

Corner of Pearl

Or South Berwick.

in aim

A. D.

prepared to receive orders fcr

—

BOOA AND JOB PRINTING

CASH CAPITAL ANl)SURPLUS *960,000.

a

.......

uu

Cot, made and trimmed by

Work.

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental
Grindstones.

_

I*h© Proprietors of the Portland Daily Press
respectfully invite attention to their facilities for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

9100,000.

THE-

statement made by an
of the whole affair. He is a wellknown and esteemed commissioned officer,
In Providence, R. I.,
but does not wish his name published, unless
tlie fact* are disputed:
On the 30th day ol November, A. D. 1862.
The propeller Mary K. Boardman arrived off
Incorporated.May 1it, 1861.
Galveston Bar about 4 o’clock in the afternoon
of December 31.
Capital, all paid in cash.8150,000 00
Upon raising the signal for a pilot, the flagINVESTMENTS.
ship Westfield, C’om. Kenshaw commanding, 2200 shares Bank of Commerce
8110.000 00
stock,
steamed out with a pilot and carried us over
American Bank
800
40.00000
"
the outer liar, where we auchored in Bolivar
400
Merchants'Bank
2’,000 00
"
4<i0
Channel for the night, intending the next
Globe Bank
2'.(OOOO
•*
100
What Cheer Bank
6.000(4)
morning to proceed up to the town, nbout a
109 **
Phenix Bank
6,000 00
mile and a quarter distant. About 3 o’clock
in the morning a lioat came off from the West8200.000 00
Amount of Premium Notes,
field for the pilot, the officer in charge
14.838 74
saying Amount
of Cash on hand,
2,981 51
that four rebel gunboats had been discovered
Amount of cash in hand* of Agents,
2,913 67
down
the bay from the direction of
coming
Houston, and that the Westfield, In getting
8220.733 82
Amount of marine risks outunder way, had unfortunately
got aground.—
8224,795 00
standing,
About this time tlie Harriet Lane signaled an
Amount of premiums thereon,
89,62351
attack
upon the town, the signal being an- Amount of lire risks outstandswered by the Westfield, who, at tlie same
3.982,966 00
ing.
Amount of premiums thereon,
43,868 70
time, called to the Cliflon to assist her In get- ! Ain’t
of all outstanding claims,
ting off the bar. The Cliflon immediately
dividends,
including unpaid
10,862 00
steamed down to tlie assistance of tlie WestLargest amount insured on any
field. Just at this time tlie moon went down,
one risk,
16,000 00
WM COMSTOCK. President.
vod a darkness fell upon land and water dense
(Signed!
Walt**
Paine,
Secretary.
as the bottomless
a simulpit. At this time
runPOUR
#Wv..s Sko
1
S'..
Providence, Dec. 22. 1862.
The State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantarebel gunboats In the bay was made
the
til
iu» lunivt'
IU1P
upon
uumj »»s.
Harriet Lane, while from everv window of the
twenty-second day of December, A D. 1832. Then
William
Comstock
and
Walter
Paine
warehouses
In
the vicinity was
large
appoured ! peared before me, aud the said Williampersonally
Comstock in
iorth a deadly fire of musketry
bis capacity as President, and the said Walter Caine
upon the decks
of the Harriet Lane. While the Harriet Lane
it. his capacity a- Secretary, of “Merchants’ Insuwas engaged in repelling the
rance Company.” severally made oath to the truth
attack from the
of the^Kivc statement.
Hknrt Martin,
town two of the large rams, loaded with reltJustice of the Peace.
els, effectually screened by immense hales of
cotton
high upon their decks, approach- i
JOHN W. WI NGER * SON,
ed the Lane, upon her bow and stern at the
same time,
ixmring upon her decks a crowd
of infuriated
soldiery, rendered desperate hv
famine and whisky, and forthwith commenced
No. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
a scene of
carnage and bloodshed almost withPortland.7 Me.
out a parallel in the
jau2
history of the war. With
their bowie knives and the
of
their
superiority
numbers they soon drove below the small remREWARD !
nant of the gallant crew.
B DOLLARS will be given for the detection
Jilland
conviction of any person or
In the meantime the gunboats Owaseo and
persons stealing
Sachem’ continued pouring their iron mis- i patters from the doors of our subscribers
dec25
PUBLISHERS OF THE PR.**8S.
siles into the rebel rams and tin- Harriet Lane.
At this time the Clifton, which had ineffect- !
Book and Pc^riodical Depot For
ually Iteen endeavoring to extract the Westhale.
field from her situation, steamed down the
undersigned, being about to change his busichannel, round the shoals of Pelican Island,
ness, offers his stock and stand for sale. This ofon her way
fers a rare chance for a man with a few hundred dolup to the scene of attack on the
lar* capita).
Harriet Lane. As she
Fort Point
Apply to CHARLES J. CLARK,
approached
Jan o—dtf
Cor. Congress aud Chestnut sts.
a fire was
opened upon iter from two heavy
guns hitherto concealed upon the Point. The
Clifton replied to them most beautifully, givFair Columbia !
attention of Music J>ealera and Booksellers
ing volley after volley witli rapidity and preis called to a new National Song, “FAIR COcision which soon
effectually silenced the bat- Ll. MBI a,“by Evoavz Batihki.dek. Aiiv one
tory—still proceeding on Iter course toward
enclosing 20 cents in stamps to W. Caine or II.'Packlie Harriet Lane. The first faint streaks of
WlI.PorfliDd, Me., will have a copy sent to him by
mail,
postage paid. Liberal discount to the trade,
were
now visible in the
light
East, when the
janll eodcowtt

f

Vfeeis, Jackets,

Biding Habits, *e„

manner.

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

v

K.
I.

Watch-Maker,

Putt,
>gTco«te,
JL Ladies1

GAS FITTING,

Marble

Second Floor,

per Hr ad. Me.

ally^attended

Works 8 Union Bt., and BBS ft BBS Fore St.,
PORTLAND. ME.
JnMdtf

3.

Bobtoji, Masb.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

STATEMENT
-OF

STREET,

Of

Or

AT

8TEAM AND

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Conway Fire Insurance Company,

NEW BEOBUITS WANTED!

Applicative]*

EVE-WITNESS.

P'0* Block,

Union Fire Insurance Company,

Latest (Void

Printing Office,

No. 821 EXCHANGE

Springfield, Maps.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

Il/l VT X

gl

Retail.

or

Done in the beat

Or

Fiscataqua
AVilXJXI A

!

.ale

CROSS,

“*J* It. B.—All work bdu
promptly ead nsseeato, Is wsrrmited^to girs thoroasYmtta-

Cooki, Vaivee, Pipe, and Connections, Whole*

Steam

Book and Job

Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,

UNION FOREVER I

TO

eye-witness

•

see

M.

141 MI44I« Street.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

POWER

Co.

Or Brooklyn, New York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *300,000.

!

BUSINESS CARDS.

ill IVIKY nsCKIPTlOil Or I1CI1HIT,

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

octtdtr

shore.

STATEMENT OF AN

they offer at

95 MIDDLE STREET.

R TJL E 8

L

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

STEAM

Of Hartford, Ct.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *350,000.

GOODS,

tyX'all ia before purchasing elsewhere, and

PORTLAND.

applicant.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

Agency.

Charter Oak Fire and Marine Ins. Co..

A. 1

be observed by persons presenting POSTAGE
STAMPS for redemption.
1. Pmwm presenting Stamps for redemption must
sejmrate them according to the different denominations, and enclose each in a small parcel, and endorse
thereon the number and value of the same. The parcels must then be enclosed in one aealed envelope,and
the aggregate value of tlie whole marked thereon,
with tin* name and residence, or nlace nf hindiw**
the person, firm, or association owning the same.
2. Bat one deposit of Stamps will be received from
the same party. The parcels as received will be numbered regularly; aud a receipt with a
corresponding
number and uame thereon, given to the
8. No payments will be made until after the expiration of 80 days from the date of this notice.
4. When payments are ready to be made, the publie will be uotified thereof by notice posted iu the
Avenue of the Post Office, stating the numbers ready
for delivery, wheu the holders thereof mav receive
their payments on surrendering the receipt* held by
them.
6. Only such Postage Stamps as have been iu actual circulation as currency willin' redeemed. Those
of the old issue, aud those which have been umi! for
the pre-payment of postage, if any—whicli fact will
be determined by this Department—will be retained
by the Postmaster and des royed. Stamps which
have not been used as currency or iu payment of
^postage will be returned to Depositors.
6.
for redemption cen be made daily
—Sundays excepted—between tin- hours of 9 am.
and 3 r. m.. until the 81«t day of*January,1863. None
trill be receiretI after that date.
7. The undersigned is authorised bv the Postmaster
General, whenever he may deem it expedient for the
iuterest of tin* Department, to require an affidavit
from any applicant for the redemption of Postage
Stamps, that he obtained the said stamps honestly
ami legitimately, aud that they have never been used
on letters.
A. T. DOLE, Postmaster.
Post Office, Portland, January 1, 1863.
jauS tf

BUSINESS CARDS.
MANUFACTURER OF

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER $800,000.
Profit* annually divided. 76 per cent, to the dealers.

_

jor

he was taken by one of the gunboats. It is
said that when the troops were landed on the
wharf on Christinas day, the planks were torn
up between them and the shore to prevent
their rambling in the town. Huddled together in this exposed situation
they received an
incessant Are of musketry from evi ry window
in the vicinity, while the enemy's cannon kept
up a continual shower of balls. .Some fell upon the planks,
already wet with their own
blood, and others jumped into the water, preto
drown.
ferring
They had tried to build a
breastwork of timber, and for a while it seemed to protect them, but they could not hold
out against such superior numbers.

BEFORE THE BATTLE.

surance

NO. 181/

Printing.

Liverpool and London Fire and Life In-

Prices to suit the Times !

The little band on shore wa< soon captured.
Of the whole number it is only known that
one, the adjutant, escaped.
He, by swimming
or otherwise, reached a small Ixial. from which

The steamer Saxton, with companies I), G
and I, of the Massachusetts Forty-second, n^d

do tiling,

FURNISHING

Narine, Fire & Life Insurance

Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York, No. 104 Broadway.

-AND-

Mary BoardOwasco, Clifton. Sa-

POST OFFICE

BOND

New and Desirable Styles of

Cloths,

JOHN* E. DOW,

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER S10.000.000.

HAVE BEEN RECEIVING

THE FIGHT OX SHORE.

«*>»■>'
defeat w*
that the city
stands on an island, and is connected with the
shore, n distance of nearly five miles, by one of
the most magnificent bridges in the country.
When the rebels, who have always l>een in
strong force at Virginia Point, found that it
was the Intention of Commodore Ilen-haw to
destroy this bridge, they held a parley with
him and agreed that it should be used for no
contraband purposes, but strictly to pass trains
of cars loaded only with citizens. The Commodore, unfortunately, as it proved, consented
to this arrangement.
The rebels thereupon
planted a battery at the Virginia Point end of
the MSw. -I'd the TTsrrh-t Lane was Bent to
guard the Galveston terminus. Trains of cars
were allowed to pass at any hour of day or
night, and of course the Harriet Lane could
know nothing of what was going over at night
On the night of the 31st till., the rebels broke
tbeir faitli, sent their soldiers and guns over,
and in this way oue of tbc greatest disasters
that has happened to us during the war Occurred.
our

been sent to Galveston by Gen. Hanks, arriving there on Christmas day, a week before the
attack. They were landed on the wharf, n< ar
the upper part of the city
They had taken
possession of one of the churches near by os a
not
sufficient
force to send out
lookout,
having
pickets, and they were entirely dependent on
the rnnbnnts for their protection. Tbev had
been landed but a few days, and the Said
still lay in the harbor wailing for some chance
to cross the bar, outward, again—the water being, »t that time, too shallow. These three
companies commanded by the adjutant, formed the only infantry force in po-m- ion of the
town, and they were merely lunch d 911 the
wharf.
It soon became apparent that the rebels intended to make an attempt to recapture the
city. Our government was informed of this
fact, and on the 28th of December last sent out
an expedition, consisting of the steamers Cambria and Mary Boardman, and two or three
other smaller vessels, loaded with troops,
stores, Ac., to permanently hold Galveston.
On the evening of the 31st ult., the Boardman
arrived off tlie liar, in sight of Galveston, and
signaled for a pilot. Previous to this, it was
observed that tlie lighthouse and buildings
■nmmnditig it. had Imeu burned; and this was
the 4M intimation the officers of the Boardman had of the
presence of the rebels on

1_

AT

No. 60.Middle Street

ROLLINS~&

chem.
The rebel cotton steamer followed, ami
when near the bar the Clitlon turned and sent
her a shell, which had the effect of turning
her back to Galveston.
While coming out
the Honduras was met with a part of the
on
Ixiard.
She
headed
troops
again for New
Orleans on learning the news.

disaster at
various sources,
correspondence of the

account

1

|
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NV.W FALL GOODS
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order for New Orleans:

The Capture ot Galveston.
Galveston is made up
but chiefly from the

!

crew

JOHN T. OILMAN.
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j
JOSEPH B. HALL, I
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PORTLAND,

MAINK

tlcmen are, or should be, selected for theli
large-heartedness, their genial spirit, and theli
warm sympathies, no less than for heart-felt

BY TELEGRAPH.

The poor sick soldier needs sympathy
and the chaplains, of all men, should lie ready
to sympathize with him. We have heard sad

LEGISLATURE Or MAINE.

Aa

piety.

Thursday Morning. January 22.1863.
--—--

complaints of delinquencies

The Portland Daily Press has the larges
regular circulation of any daily paper ii i
the city.
Arnsy Burgeons and Chaplains.
Government in its wisdom provides

The

the wants both of the body and mind—the temporal and the spiritual wants—of those whe
volunteer to fight its battles. When a soldier

sumptuous feasts, unavoidably fall to his

lot.
Then the malaria of swamps, the scalding
heat of a summer sun or the piercing blasts of

wintry wind, the drenching rain, the chilling
sleet or the penetrating fog,—these may act
singly or in partial concert to undermine his
health, and to break down a robust constitution.

Then there

other evils with which he

are

has to contend,

operating indirectly upon his
physical powers through his mental conditions,
sucli as despondency, homesickness, and what
Is usually known as the “blues;” and though
he may not receive sympathy from his comrades while laboring under such depressing
Influences, no one who has experienced sucli
depression of apirits, will for a moment deny
his need of cheering words and encouraging
sympathies to nerve him for his duties.

«

These

of the evils that

are some

a

soldier

has to contend

alogue
when

of
wc

with, entirely outside she catcasualties ordinarily thought of
speak of the dangers of soldier

life. When we sdd to these the risks to life
and limb from the “leaden rain, and iron bail,”
of the battle Held, it will not be doubted that
mic

tuiuuiw,

timwuiiu^

in

tv/ t'liiri

than a mere

•onMlhiit&iaore
But in doing thij

the

figurative sense.
Government virtually

contracts, to see that, iu ease ol sickness or accident, he shall have the best surgical and medical attention the circumstances will admit of,
and it also

praticaliy stipulates that his mental
and spiritual wants shall not be neglected;
and to this end chaplains are appointed to every regiuieut, and liberal allowance is made
for the payment of both chaplains and surgeons, to encourage them to labor in this particular department of well-doing. The soldier has a right to expect, nay, to demand,
that in sickness, and when suffering from
wounds, be shall be properly attended to with
as much promptness as circumstances will ad-

mit, and that science, skill, good judgment and
high senffe of moral obligation, shall be com-

a

vhined in those

ligh interests,

whom are committed such
and that he shall not be left to
to

MTisli

through the inefficiency or ignorance
Of a physician, or be unnecessarily dismembered through the stupidity, the baste or the
professional pride of a surgeon.
He has a right to expect and demand, also,
the most assiduous attentions of the spiritual
advisars provided by the Government, and
that he shall shrink from no duty the performance of which will tend to clieer the desponding, to encourage good resolutions, to comfort
the sufferer or to soften the pillow on which
reposes the head of the dying.
These remarks are general, and we expect
no otie to take exceptions to them.
We are
prompted to make them by the frequent receipt of letters from the camp, complaining of
deficiencies in the departments of duty referred to, which seem to us worthy ot severe animadversion. A latter before ns dated Washlogton, January 17th, written by a soldier from
this city, after speaking in the highest terms
of the officers of the 25lh Maine Regiment, and
particularly of its popular commander, make-;
so me

very

an Diner

regiment

favored.
to—a

unpleasant revelations concerning
wmcu seems

to be much less

The Colonel of the regiment referred

man

not

unknown to this

community—

informed our correspondent that “the surgeon
of the Maine-is practising unpardonable

imposition in his treatment of the sick. Intemperate himself, and consequently indifferent to the welfare of patients, he
prescribes
nothing except quinine and whisky, for
nearly every disease or injury, and the soldiers are compelled to pay oue dollar per
quart for aaarticle

worth over seventy-live
The same correspondent

not

cents per gallou.”
says, “numerous instances of horrible suffering, from the neglect and quackery of drunksurgeons, have come *0 my

en

knowledge.”

We give another extract:
I saw in one hospital two soldiers

Now we are aware that patients are often
mistaken iu relation to the treatment best for
them, and we are itf»o aware that the best of
are

surgeons

liable to be

unjustly
ignorence, and

accused of
of criminal

Inhumanity, of
negWct of duty; anil for this reason we have
not felt disposed to publish in lull the communication from which the above extract is made.
we do justice to the Medical
profes-

But/while

sion, we are aware, as every other man must
be, that like all other professions it has its un-

worthy members;

aud it would not be strange
if some ol these had found their way into the

uniform of the medical and surgical depart-

worthy
ble.

surgeon

is

too often held

responsi-

We know that the good surgeon has

a

severe duty ofit.
Though less exposed to the
enemy’s Are than the common soldier, and
thoagh not treated as a prisoner of waiwif taken by the
enemy, still he has his full share of
dangers, a very large share of hardships, and
perhaps, next to the commanding officer, the
largest burden of responsibility, and God for-

bid that we should say one word to add to his
burdens or to detract from the mode of
praise
which isjustly his due. But the

unworthy

surgeon, the iucoinpetent one, and above all
the drunken one;—who can compute the
of evil which may result from Ilia unfitness! We insist that no man should be
appointed surgeon unless he first afford evidence
of ample capacity and fitness for his
post, and
than, If he proves unfit, either from
amount

iucouipe-

teaey, from recklessness or from bad
habits,
not • moment should be lost in
filling his place
a
better
man.
To
retain
a
by
drunken surgeon
is as great an outrage as to place in
charge of
an ocean steamer a drunken
engineer. And
cannot avoid the conviction that the Colonel referred to by our correspondent, is far
from blameless, if be has nglected to

we

report

•

the

delinquencies

of his surgeon to the power
that is able to unmake as well as to make
such officials.

But

a

word for the

We have

Chaplains. These gen-

Prayer by

from the House

disposed

were

A communication

might

the feverish fancies that

gathchaplain

their

English

Com-

Mason.

The

vestigated by

Inspectors

the

tinent, and transmitted

a

question

as

irnper-

Mr. Davis and the

called his Cabinet.

strangely feline

The

look.

letter from Mr.

Four

Oldham,

days

wore

Texas, confirmed suspicions already
lie bad been approached on the
same question of Texan
independence, by M.
lahouHlc, French \ ice Consul at Richmond,
in a private interview solicited ior the ostensible purpose of obtaining statistics respecting
Texas. M. Taboulle, in the course of the infrom

immediately expelled

bouelle

was

that his

question

Secessia breathed

easier,

mittee

and

Jordan & ala. for repeal of the law of 1862, setting otf certain persons from the town of Hartford to the town of Buckfield—to Committee on
Edusition. Of Selectmen of Brewer that the

been published in almost every prominent
newspaper in the United States,he will doubtless receive them, and will be spared the ne-

doings
mittee

early

as

time it is

our

federate scare is

premature.

a

that the Con-

Goodale of Saco.
Mr. Lee, of Piscataquis
County, was appointed temporary chairman.
OnJ motion of Mr. Dill of Franklin, Messrs.
Dill, Fiskeof Somerset, and Rogers of Sagadahoc,were appointed a committee on Credentials,
and they subsequently reported a quorum pres-

Louis Napoleon

far-sighted, quick-witted man, not over
ready to uwminil himself in words; but really
the cloven hoof, and the horns, and the tail,
with which the diplomatic fancy is prone to
invest him, and the concomitant supernatural
craft and intelligence, are mere tlgmeuts of a
perturbed imagination.
is a

ent.
The Board then proceeded to 'the election of
officers, and the following were unanimously

Wasson,

at which the Crowd cheered for the arch rebel
in rousing terms. No assembly at Richmond
would have cheered Davis in louder tones.
Our new member of Congress' Mr.

Brooks,

APPOINTMENTS.

ar- The Liverpool Courier of the 7th instant offers the following notable
explanation
of the late Cabinet imbroglio at Washington:
“The nltra-Kepublicaiis, or Abolitionists, detest and fear Mr. Seward. He held office under the preceding Administration, and teas
more than suspected of being the
chief supporter of Mr. Buchanan's Southern proclM-

Col. W, K. Kimball and ( apt. Elisha Winter
have been appointed Commissioners to take acknowledgments of deeds, &c., in the Pith Me.

regiment.
The

ties."

This is a revelation! It was flat burfor Mr. Seward to hold office under Buchanan so privily that none of his countrymen

the

glary

ter

in

which tills an entire page

The lands

are

on

(six

ZP“ Why don’t somebody write an atldetir
biography of George W. Briggs, the recently
deceased Sampson of
Dighton, Massachusetts?
The newspapers are full of provokingly incre-

dible accounts of his feats—how he built a
stone wall with his own hands, no stone

how he was accustomed to walk up and down
the struet with a barrel of Hour under each
arm:
What part of ail this is true? or is

Briggs

myth altogether?

it is now
to

1

offered,

come.

agents for the State of Maine

Noyes, Portland,

Dr. Miles.

weighing less than a ton; how he broke crowbars
at arm's length, as an ordinary man would
snap a pipe stem; how he used to huh] up a
barrel of cider and drink from the bung hole;

are

again at the low price
haps lor many years

Regiment has its encampment in
region, on Uie Bell Place, owned former-

a

issued, which will be

able to do so, to attend to it at once,
for from present appearances it cannot be sold

Maine 8tli

ly by

the lfllh volume is

February.

aud

St.

Helena Island, and the islands adjacent thereto, and embrace the celebrated Sea Island
The plantation of ex-Senator
cotton regiou.
Rlietl is among the advertised lands. The
this

price 60

ed necessary

The Beaufort, S. C. Free South, contains a list of lands advertised to be sold at
auction on the lllh of Feb., by the Direct Tax

Commissioners,

by an article in another colpublishers have decided to raise
cents per volume, immediately af-

that the

This advance in price is renderby the higher rates which the
publishersvare obliged to pay for all materials
which are used in the manufacture, and also
for the literary labor. We now advise all who
have not obtained this truly valuable work,

it.

columns) of the paper.

New American Cyclopedia.—It

will bo seen
umn,

are

per-

The

only
Bailey <Sr

Maine.

sr- When the Democratic Convention
split in twain at Wiulhrop Hall, Augusta, and
the bolters met in Concert Hall and organized
under the Jameson banner, Daniel T. Pike, of
the Augusta Age, was one of the committee
chosen to write an address to the people of
Maine. That address “still lives,” aud we iutend to draw upon it occasionally, and compare it with the spirit of its author at the present time, while welcoming to a resurrection
state the Bangor Democrat, and commending
it for “battling valiantly for the Democracy.”
The St. Croix river closed ou Thurs-

day, January Htli,
can come to

the

isopen again;
bead of navigation.
but

3 pc.

4

pc.

3,300

5,017 14

none.

1.800

none.

existed

on

none._6,181

the First of

OH

31

September,

0.200

4

i

pc.

^

3

.31.150 97

Fraorant

SOZODOHT.-Tbe most convenient and
efficacious Dentifrice the world has ever
produced.

^
pc.

For

the

none.

2.500
22,472 97

none.

j

none,

23.765 78

!

33.2S8
1.900
12
37,392
108.204 11 350,880
295,341 80 1,007,094

}2.«00
14,(00

67,821 67
1,600

none.

50
(M

60 cents per
Trial bottles and testimonials obtained gratis of If. 11. HAY, Portland.

bottle.

6.549

tpc.

none.

none.

II ALL k

none.

48,748 88
4 4>c.

3.494 44

6,864 96

10,000

none.

6,244 81
4 pc, I

88.816 92
3 pc. I

7,665 42
4 ye.

30,964 58
2 500

iseases of the eye and

LJT Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
the Throatand Lungs,
successfully treated by Inha

430 20

tATIO».
aul8 62 eod

4 000

16.863 38
4 |»c. i

2?!867
3

Mrs. Woods, the woman recently shot
by her husband in Dracut, Mass., is slow ly recovering.
The Bangor Whig says that Mr. J.
Fife, of Tremout, Me., aged 31 years, recently
died in the hospital near Belle Plains, \'a. He
was a private in the 16th
regiment.
jty“On Sunday evening the house of Thos.
Gullifer, on the Six Mile Falls road, was destroyed by fire. The furniture and provisions
were mostly saved.
Mr. Gullifer had an insurance ol tetUOou the
house.—[Bangor Whig.

|»c.

Drs.LOCKEA KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
Middle Street. Portland, Me.
augl6—ly

with

a

PLAN

two

in

^5-95ths

or THE

Tin? New Ameri«*an

...

".906.do.I45]
4,000 Massachusetts
State Sixes (

DISTINGUISHING

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 71 P. M. Closes at
7 46 A.M. and 1.30 P.M.
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday at 1.30 P. M.
CANADA—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. X. Close at
9 P. M.

£:yoffice open daily (Sundays excepted) from 8
M.* On Sundava, from 8j) to 9] A. M.

A. M. to 9 P.

MARRIED.

nrMvntB

In

Otisfield.Jan 15th. by Rev A. B. Loveweil.O. G.
Cook. Esq.. and Miss Lucy 1. Perrv.
In Elgin, 111., Jan. 8th, by Rev. K. C. Clark. Rev.
Fred Oxnard, Pastor of the Congregational Church,
and Miss Julia, daughter of the officiating clergy-

■

man.

In Gardiner. Dec. 31st, Wm. Dunton, of Mt Verand Miss Limie W Hawke*, of Hallowed; Ira
M. True and Mi** Fmily A. Davis, both of Hallowed.
In Saco, Jan. 14th,
Gilpatriek and Miss Josephine Cook, both of Biddeford.
nou.

Joseph

DIED.
Iu Saco, Jan. 6th, Mr. Chester Johnsou, aged 4
years 7 months.
Iu Keuuchunkport. Jan. Uth, Mr. Abram Lord,
aged 71 years.
In ParttousUeld. Dec. 13th. Mrs. Hannah, wife of
the late James Fogg, aged 59 years.
In York, Jan. 2d, Elder Joshua Goodwin, aged 76
years 8 months.

EXCELLENCIES.

vessels

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
STKAMKR

the

Beechers

—

Australasian.Liverpool.

them

On

Saturday morning, 17th inst., the
grist mill at Presque Isle, belonging
Allen, Esq., were entirely destroyed j
by tire. The saw mill was a large buildiug, i
had one saw, a clapboard, shingle and lath maj
chine, all in good order. The grist mill was a
(urn
ItniLlino tLo
saw and
to John

utnru

„f

..._

used In grinding grain, the mill having three
runs of stones, and the second
story for manufacturing lumber. Mr. Allen's loss must be
nearly if not quite *5000, upon which there
was no insurance.
It is not known how the I
tire caught. The loss is a heavy one for the 1
and
heavier
for Mr. Allen.—[Bangor
place,

;

A correspondent of the New York
Evening Post, writing from Gen. Burnside’s
army, Jan. 17lh,says that the army, until now,
has never lieeu unanimous regarding the President's Emancipation Proclamation; hut the
message of Jeff. Davis lias fairly turned the
scale in its favor,
turn over all

ditional

to every arm that fights, and
strengthens the resolve of every man that this
despotic, bloody and causeless rebellion, with
it* leudera, ahull perish ! If the traitors want
nerve

increase the number of aboliliouisls in this
army, let them continue to rave and threaten
to

and execute.

Portland
Liverpool.Jan
Teutonia.New York Hamburg.Jan
ef
Baltimore
New
York
Liverpool.Jan
City
China .New York.. Liverpool.Jan
Hibernian.Portland
Jan
Liverpool
New York.. Liverpool
Kangaroo
Jan
Arabia..
Boston.Liverpool.Feb
...

....

Liverpool

Londonderry.

PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamers.carryMails for Aspinwad, Panama, and * alifornia.
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
month.

MINIATl'RE ALMANAC.
Tbarala;, .Jaanry St.
UK.11 WATER. I
81N.
I
1217 Rian...
7 28
Morn-*

DAYS.
#h 38m
ObMrn

Leoitth.
Run'll. Iu0|8cta.5011 Incmu*

MARINE

X I-;\VS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
WHinlar..Jmmmmrj *1.
ARRIVED.
Bark Willard, (of Yarmouth) Smith, Antwerp M
®
ult.
Sch Leesburg. Blake. Boston.
Sch Oceau Herald, Wylie, Boston.
Sch Eleuor, Hamilton. Bostou.
Sch Cornelia, Blaisdtll. Kockland.
Sch Nile. Oliver, Freeport.
Sch Slow. Sinclair, Calais for Newark.
Sch Baltic, Hodgkin*. Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Atlantic. Orr. Wiuterport for Bostou.
Sch Julia Ellen, Poor, Grand Bank for Boston.
Sch Albert Jameson, Andrews, Kockland for Boston.
Sch J Acorn. Hatch. Rockland for New York.

CLEARED.

Brig Reporter, Ginn,

Sch C B

Joues,

(fromHR

FOREIGN PORTS.

.D*e 19,h ,hlP* M*rr McNenr, Me,Junoiro land Miled 34th Chinch*.): City of

V.V

«

tl^'i
,,all> *
wT.l 12th
i?.! nit,
,Cllrf*
S!d
shin
iluA
loth,

land,
ra Owen,

|
I

Urk
snips

Cardenas, by 11 I Robinson.
Freeman, Fortress Mouree.by mas-

White Sea, Littlefield, New York, by B G
York k Son.
Steamer Chesapeake, WUlets, New York, Emery
k Fox.
Sch

DISASTERS.
All the cargo in the lower bold of the wrecked
steamer Caledonia has been taken out.
Sch Hardscrable, Gregory, fin New York for Bostou. put into Edgartowu 10th with loss of flying jib-

HolKlvi-

,tch**^' do: Lllen

ldi"

JJ’A11£Francisco) d,*f;
for

HTm Sani

A Stamler. at New York from Liverpool,
reports. Dec 23. lal 46 20, iou 41 50, at 3.30 PM. made
a ship to the windward, bearing N by W dismasted ;
passed a lot of barrets, boxes, planks, kc ; stood by
all uight, showing signal lights, but in the moruiug
there w as no ship iu sight, and we stood on our
course, the wind
strong.
Ship Success, Chase, at New vork from Liverpool,
reports Nov 20. had a hurricane from SW to North;
lost the three lower topsails, mainsail and nppermaiu
sail; lost inaintopsail yard, and sprung fore yard
Ship Lammergier, Watts, at New York from London, had foremast sprung.
Brig Pilot Fish, before reported ashore on Long
Island, was built at Cuerryfield in 1866, rated A2, 140
tons register, and owned in Boston.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANC1CSO—Ar 14th ult, bark Ann Parry,
Hardiug, Olympia; 16th, Vernou, Gr ecu leaf. Port
SAN

Gambia
Cld 10th ult, brig J B Lunt, Miller. Acapulco; 16th
barks Comet, Smith, Honolulu; Uth. Massachusetts,
Deafness Cubed —Mrs. M. G. Brown will be at
Reed. Nauaiuio.
Ar tilth lilt, .hit) John Tu«*k»r 11.11.0
V.>*V
the Preble House for one week.
bark Jeaunctt. Hatch. Humboldt.
A remarkable case of deafness cured in twenty four
Ar 90th iust, ship Rising Sun, Skoltleld, Boston
noura oy
mik
« Vi. nrown, rroieesor on the E\e
15th.
Sid 10th ult, ship Caroline Reed, Payne. Bellingand Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard’s Eye Water.
ham Hay; barks
Stewart, do: C Mitchell.
“I, Bartlett J. Docoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Port- !
Gedge, do; brig Martha Worthington, Hurd, Tahiti;
land. give this certificate, to certify that 1 have been
17th. ship Tempest, Whitney, Akvab: bark N S Perkius. Ritehie, Victoria; 18th. bark Adelaide Cooper,
deaf from a child, and for twelve years past have
Dingier, do; Jeannette, Hatch. Humboldt.
been quite deaf. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars,
GEORGETOWN DC—Ar l«th. sch AlvU» Cloutwithout receiving any benefit whatever. Last Sat- j man. Lowe. Frankfort
BALTIMORE—Ar 19th. sch Bengal. Pillobory.and
urday I went to the Preble House aud made arrangeEmma Amelia, Harding. Norfolk
ments for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness, lu 24
Cld 19th, sch* Maryland. Kuight, New York; Silhours after her first application I could hear every
ver Star, Holt, Beau tort NC.
In llamptou Roads 19th iust, brig A B Patterson,
voice in the house. I can uow stand in the cellar and
hear the clock tick in the parlor. Grateful to God | Kuight. ftu Inagua
NEW YORK— Ar 19th. ship Ja* K Keeler. Delano,
for his great deliverance. I heartily commend her
Loudou 4th ult; bark
Ring. Thurlow, Grand
Turk Tl; sch Amanda, Kelley, Fall River; steamtug
mode of treatment to ail who suffer as I have doue."
Bath.
Bellingham.
Every kind of diseased aud weak eyes, also Catarrh,
Ar anth. shin Santa Auna. Bates, London; bark E
healed, aud a cure warranted. Char grit nuHlerate.
Churchill. Coob, Point a Pet re.
Ar21st. ships American Cnion, from Liverpool;
MRS. M. G. BROWN,
Gen Williams, fm do; bark Cabot, fm Cork.
Nov. 18—tf
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Cld SWh, ships J Foster Jr, Abeel. a* d Cultivator,
Russell. Liverpool; Marshfield. Torre). Bath; barks
DR. P. P. QU1MBY. would give noticethat he ha
Emblem. Heuderson, Liverpool; brig* Fauuy,Weeks
returned to Portlaud, and can be found at his Room,
Montevideo; Rolling Wave, < ollius, tor Cieufucgos;
; schs Sea Gull.Roger*, St Domiuro: 8 8 Lewis.Shute,
No. 18 1 ntkksatioiial Houes, Tuesday, August
Rockland; Shenandoah. Nash, Bath
NEW LONDON—Ar 17th. schs Express, Pierce,
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul
and Telegraph. Higgins. Boston for Tangier: Comhim.
mercc. Mullen. Klitabct hport for Salem.
First Examination at office,.8200
STUNINGTON—Ar 18th, schs Lucy Ames. Verrill,
Each subsequent sitting at office,.50
I'm Elizabeth{M»rt tor Boston; Patriot. Buck, no for
Harwich: Elizabeth Arcularius, Hix, New York fbr
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
Boston, (aud all sid 19th.)
Eachsubaequeut visit at residence,. 1 00
NEWPORT—In port 2nth. brig Elmira. Hall, from
Sagua for Boston; seb* H L Orcutt. iiopkius. from
August ltf, 18d2.—tf
Buckspori tor Key West; Leopard, Turner, of and
Lubec ; J C Homer,
Rlisebsthport for Boston
Dxxtistky -Ur Jo.slAH HEALD, No.241 Con
Some of the above sailed 18th, but returned again
gross Stroet, first door east of 1st Parish Church I iu consouueuce of head winds.
i BOSTON—Ar Hat, ship Coring*, Ward, Calcutta.
Portlaud, Me.
aug7dly

July

Mallory.

|

Arey,

Frospero. 8trout. for Boston,
Christopher Hall. Freeman,

hinchas. to load "
guana for
for orders, at £3 5a
At Minuillmn l«t hut.
J LSteven,. Hopkln*.
brt*
tor Bueton 1& dan, Id*; Kl.
Alice. Lo.cb, froni New
ora, nnc.
Ar at A.plnwml) M inrt b.rk
X.ntho. Chaoman.
New York; brim Hancock, from
Bocton; E Drumm»nd. fm New York.
At Barbadoes 1st last,
brig C C Colson, Colson fm
Eastport. ar 3trth, for a market.
Cld 24tb ult, brig Scotland, Francis, Porto Kieo
At St Thomas 31st ult. (back date) bark Fame,Kennedy, uuc: brig Waitbam. Clark, tor Cienftugos

England,

day-

same

At Havana 3th inst. ship Ocean Ranger, Arerill.
for New York.
Sid 8th. brig Proteus. Ginn. New York.
Sid Im Matauzas 7th inst. brig
Mary E Milliken,
Nordeu. Philadelphia; ach Ocean Ranger, Lewis, for

Boston.

w.At

<.*rB”d Turk Uth Inst, brig Lizzie Bernard, for
New k ork * days; sch Breeze, for do 8 days.
Cld at St Johu NB 14th inst, scha Saxon, Caaaidy,
and Fredonia, Wallace, New York.
(Per steamship Hibernian, nt thin port.]
Lirerpoo1 3d ln«t. E Waiter. Chadwick, New
*•*: sth. ( olumbia. Bryant. do: «th. t ompromlae.
< aulkin*. do; ,th.
Norwegian, (si Portland; Alma.
E*«ex. New Y ork : Greenock, McFarland, do ; Tanaro, Park. Palermo.
A!*o ar 3d. Lammergier. Watt*. New York;
Emily
Augusta. Strickland, and Anglo Saxon, hilling*, do:
Wm Uathbone. Pratt, do.
Sid 3d, Charmer, Lucas, Boston: Granite State,
Jacobs. Calcutta: 4th, Premier, Thomas. Harman;
5th, Old Dominion, Sampson, Boston; «th. Neptune,
Peabody, New York : W 8 Lindsay. Patten, lor do;
Florida, for Montereido: 7th. Chevalier, l’erkins
Bombay: Moonlight, Breck. Boston
Also aid 3d. Flniily Faruum. Simcs,
Calcutta: Lillie Homan. MeKinuon, New York
Cld 7th. Antarctic, Stouffer. and M R
Ludwig.
_

Ar nt

Harding,

New York.

Ent for loading 3d. Hampden, MeDonald.Calcntta;
Bill. Australia. Towart, New York.
Ar at London 3d. Meridian. Dante, ftn New York;
P lendleton, Moxcy, fin Manannilln; Gulf Strenm,
Bartlett. New York; Star of the Sen, Rich, do; Canvass Back. Clark, do; Jumna. F'reemaa, and IVanti w. Lane, Callao; sth. Sancho Panin. Hall, from
Foochow; Oth, Sari name. Tucker, fra Boatoa; 7th.
Vivid Light, Kid ridge. Philadelphia. American Congress, Woodward, New York, (with loss of anchor
and chain); Sth. Highland Chief. Barstow, Boeton.
Cld 3d. John Winthrop, Wotton, for Cardiff; OM
Hickory, Meade, Philadelphia; City of Montreal,
Luther, New York.
Ar nt Graveeend Sth. Egypt, Holraea, Callao
Ar at Deal 3d. Amaxon,
Horry, London for Sew
York {and anchored); 4th. J G Richardson. Kendall.
Callao for Antwerp.
off do 3d, Addison Gilbert, Cook, from Calcutta
for Hull.
Off the Skerries 4th inst, Liszie Homans, McKenna
Loin Liverpool for New Y'ork.
Pat into Portsmouth 3d. Byiantinm, Robinson, ftn
London for New York; Rutland. Ingraham, do for
Cardiff.
Pat into Plymouth 3d, C J Hrrshaw, Nichols, from
brail.
Off do Sth, Wandering Jew. Smart, from London
for Cardiff; Black Hasrk, Doane. do for New York.
Sid from Falmooth 3d, John Land. Hotchkim. for
Bremen ; 3d. old England. Lartabee, Liverpool; 7th

FJiphalet Greeley, Carter, ;fm Akyab, ar4th) fordo;
W Bame. Brown. Newfoundland
Ar at Brietol Pill 3d. Favorite. Spain. Eariport.
Eat oat. Tigreee. Stevens, for Montevideo

Sid 7th. Wm Libtoey. Bishop. New York.
Ar at Cardiff Id. Harriet Spaulding, Wallace, from
Havre.
Sid Id. J M Mayo, Snow, Row Orleans
Pat back to Swansea Id. Hydra. Marrlmaa. for
Gibraltar; Nelly Haul. Leavitt, for Leghora.
Ar at Shields Sth, Helen R Cooper,
from

[aakm,

Antwerp.

Aberdeen Sth. Fair Wind. Crowell. Callao.
Sailed from Glasgow 3d. J P Wheeler. Godd. Now

Ar

at

York.

Ar at Dublin

3d. Sea. Drummond. Now York.

Ar it Melbourne Oct 7 th. Elvira Owens, Alex ruder
Poston
Cln 11th, Sami Appleton, Osgood. Otago
Ar nt Singapore Nov It, Eagle
from
Hong Kong: Annie Sise. Weeks. Newport E.
Ar nt Calcutta Nov 38d. Morning Star. F oster, fm
San F rancisco via liooolnln.
Sid Nov K, Rufus Choate. Rich, for London; 30th,
Napoleon. Nelson, do; Dee 1, An Cafon, Thayer, for
Boston
Ar at Bombay 16th alt. Sen Lyon. Alexander, ftn
Maul main.
Sid from Colombo pm to 10th alt, Brewster. Dunbar, Calcutta; Remolute, Monntfort, supposed for do.
Ar at Mauritius Bor ©th, Roanoke, Goss, C ardiff;
22*1. Mercurr, Hubbard, Loudon.
Sid ftn Aden 16th ult, J D C ooper, Howard, Guile.

WlngTaelley,

A* at

"--

•-tlri ..to

D_la

_

21st alt. Thomas Wright. Bernard,

Catania.
Ar at Marseilles list nit. Daa’l Webster, Ryder, ftn

Boston.
Ar at Gibraltar 29th nit, Peppereii, Hill. Marseilles
Ibr New York.
Ar at Cadiz 3d inst, Persia. Jones. New Orleans.
Ar at Bordeaux 2d inst. Milan. Weeks, and Tejuca,
Ham man. New Orleans; Sam'l J Christian. Russell,
do via Boston; Keystone. Burnham. Callao.
Ar in Cherbourg Roads 1st inst, Wintteld Scott.
Rogers. Callao for Havre.
Hailed from Havre Mb inst. Almira Coomh%J>rtnkwater, for Havana.
Ar at Bremerbaven 5th. Manlius. Bray, ManrMns.
Sid 4th, Stella, for New York; 6th, Cambria, do;
Ferdinand, for Baltimore.
Sailed fm Cuxhaven 6th. Village Belle, Rend, for
St Johns PK

SPOKE*.
Oct 28. lat 38 S, Ion 4 E, ship Western Empire, Atkinson. fm Liverpool for Calcutta
l>ec 29. lat 38 48. Ion 8. ship John Clark, Letosrnan.

fm

Liverpool

for Baltimore

Jan 8. Int 41 16. Ion 69 62. ship Hntbon, (of Bath.)
Patten, from New York for Bristol E.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
ttreat Sale of Plated Ware,
at .4 art ion.
ry.
•hall

JeWtA

wll *t Public Auction
Tharatey,
Jan 21. at lOJo clock A. M.. and Ij P. X.
WE
A
and
on

rateable invoice of the above named
large
gooda. conautin, in part of Cnatora. Table. Daasnri
noil Ten Spooua. Table and Ueeeert Forka. fee.
Waltham and other Watcbea, in gold nod aUrer
eaaea

Alao Jewelry In great rnriety, and of nil denerip.
tiona, aa fane* aotta. Braeeleta. ftinga. Pins, fee.
UEXHY BAILEY fe t o Auctioneer,
jau22 It

U. s. INTERNAL REVENUE

STAMPS,
ron SALS AT Tl|

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
In Merchants' Bunk Building, Exehsnge St.
jun22 dti

blowing

jau‘21 dftwSm

Foster*Robinson.

<

Ship C

2b cents per box.

13th

^amn,0,1<i. McClintock,
lA,arry
Augusta
and

Norwood, Soars,
Alexander, Chinchaa; 17th, Edw O'Brien.
Samuel Locke. Sweetaer. do; 20th.
B D Metcalf. Pearson. Antwerp; 24th, JalietTrundy, Gould. do; Lincoln, Mason, do: Windsor Forest.
Curtis, Chinchaa; 2ttth, James F Patten, Percy, for
Antwerp.
Ar at Asplnwall Dec 80tb, bark Scotland, Friend.
Cardiff.
At Fayal 31st alt. ship
Typhoon, Salter, ftn Calcutta for Cork, in distress, had
lost six of her crew, including chief mate, from orer exertion
Ar
to
17lh
B,t- ihiP
Prev
Huntf^paraiao
cber* 42 <hty« from Callao for Antwerp, leakiug

room.

sure to

,,nrt “i,ed WtbforChinValparaiso

tt^ niaii.

Kocklight.Hadley. England:

Sailed An Malta

ing

ter.

Cousins^Havana;

educational Convention.
adjourned meeting of the State I'eaeben' Aasociation will hi* held at Augusta on the 27th and
28th inst., commencing at 3 o'clock ou
Tuesday P.M.
Lectures and addresses will he given by
gentlemen
interested in educational affair*, and important
questions of school policy will be discussed.
All teachers, school officers, and friends of education are cordially invited to he present and participate in the exercises of the convention
Free return tickets will be famished to members of
the association over ttw following railroads: Kennebec k Portland; Kennebec s Somerset; Maine Central; Androscoggin ; Port lend. Saco k Portsmouth;
and York k Cumberland.
Ladies iu attendance will reoeivethe generous hospitalities of the citizens of Augusta.
By order of the Association.
EDW. P. WESTON. Pvesident
Augusta, Jan. 13, IMS.
jao21 dtd

AX

FOR SALE.
CITY BONDS
PORTLAND
J.
Government Sixes.
Government 7 3-10
At. k At. Lawrence R. R. Bond*.
A. k K K K
Casco Bank Stock.
International Bank St4>ck.
Mechanics’ Bank Stock.
Bauk of Cumberland Stock.
rr-AII Securities current in Ibis market
ami sold by
WM. H.

bought

WOOIL^

JanSD dlw

Lucy

commissioned officers

of the Uniou army to the rebel Slate Governmeets for treatment, according to their slave
laws, tlie writer states, while it excites ridicule
for its iinpotency, at the same time gives ad-

at

Liverpool.Jan

21
24
24
24
28
31
SI
4
Edinbwrg.Saw York. .Liverpool.Feb 7
Saxonia.New York. Hamburg.Feb 7
Australasian.New York. Liverpool.Feb 11
Mails are forwarded by every steamer In the regn
lar lines. The steamer* for or from
calf a
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call a
...

Jura

j

ilia infamous tiireat to j

captured

Sold every where

..

TO DEPART.

Africa.Boston

guard agaiust worthless imitations. Obtaik only
theyenmne Brown's Bronchial Trochee which have
proved tbeir efficacy by a test of many years. Public Speakers and Singers should use the Troches,
Military Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
aud are exposed to sudden changes, should have

Save us!

York
Jan
Ronton..Jan
York... Jan
York
Jan
Portland
.Jan
New York
Jan
New York. Jan

Borussia.Southampton

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
directly the affected parts and give almost instant relief,
lu Buohchitis. Asthma, aud Catarrh they are beneficial.
The good effects resulting from the use of the Troches, aud their extended
Be

.Liverpool.

Southampton.New
Eiiuburg...Liverpool.,_New

NOTICES.

has caused them to be counterfeited.

SAIL*

7
10
14
14
15
Norwegian.Liverpool
17
Hansa
21
.Southampton
Europa. ..Liverpool.Boston.Jan 24
.New York. Jan 28
Asia ...Liverpool.New York.. .Jan 31
Bavaria
Feb 11
Southampton. New York
Hammouia.....Southampton New York.. .Feb 25
..

reach

use,

FOR

Kangaroo.Liverpool.New

A Couoh, Cold, or ah Irritated Throat, if
allowed to progress, results in serious
Pulmonary
and Bronchial aflbetion*. oftentimes incurable.

Catherine. Edward,

FROM

Arabia.
Saxouia.

See a woman in auother column picking Sambuc
Grapes, for Speer's Wine. It is an admirable article
used iu hospitals, and by the Drat families in Paris
London and New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfaction.
dec 22 dly

Harriet, Charles and Henry Ward—was au
extraordinary woman. Her husband used to
say: “She is the only person 1 ever met, wl)om
I felt to be fully my equal in an
argument.”

1871).130

(By Stephen Brown A Son.]
4,000 Portlaud City Sixes (1871). 108]

CYCLOPEDIA.
rvclonrofim

Philadelphia*

..

22.300 .do.1011
l.UOClUnited States Five-Twenties. 961
6,000 .do. 96
80** United States Demand Notes.145?

Philosophy, Chemistry, and Physiology; op
Agriculture, Commerce, and Manufactures; on
Law, Medicine, and Theology; on Biography
and History, Geography and Ethnology; on Political Economy, the Trades, Inventions, Politics, the Things of Common Life, and General
Literature.

SPECIAL

...

Treasury Note* Aug)

110.do.*1011

cluding Mechanics, Mathematics, Astronomy,

tons;

lia

18.500 .do
2.101* United States 7 3-10

In its successive volumes is contained an inexhaustible fund of accurate and practical informtion on Art and Science in all their branches, in-

character and many eccentricities, was five
times married. Dr. Beecher had three wives
and thirteen children. His first wife, the mother ol

of

OllO American OaIH

11.10*.do.
6,000 U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness.
40.000 .do.
1.500 United States Coapou Sixes (1881).

panoramic view of all human knowledge, as it
exists at the present moment. It embraces and
popularizes every subject that can be thought of

forgiveness.
gives a list of nineteen
built in that city during the past year,

total tonnage of 10,839

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stocks.—Boston, Jan. 21,1862.

8alb
34

Cyclopaedia.

j

The Bath Times
vessels

By C. Morse, M. D.,
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.

24

The New American Cyclopedia: Edited by
George Ripley and Charles A. Dana. Published by D. Appleton and Company, New
York
Bailey and Noyes, Portland, Me.
Every one that reads, every one tjtat mingles
in society, is constantly meeting with allusious
to subjects on which he needs aud desires further
information. In conversation, in trade, in professional life, on the farm, in the family, practical questions are continually arising, which no
man, well read or not, can always satisfactorily
answer.
If facilities for reference are at hand,
they are consulted, and not only is the curiosity
gratified, and the stock of knowledge increased,
but perhaps information is gained and ideas are
suggested that will directly contribute to the
business success of the party concerned.
But how are these facilities for reference to lie
had? How are the millions to procure alibrary?
How are they to obtain the means of informing
themselves on every point in which they are interested; or satisfying themselves with respect
to persons and places, questions of art, science,
religion and politics, literature and philosophy,
agriculture, commerce and manufactures? How
-.an the working-man hope to
bring within his
reach the whole circle of sciences, and every
of
human knowledge as developed up to
point
the present moment? We answer, the way is
easy; by laying by a small sum from his weekly
earnings, and subscribing to the New American

page—All Tipsy butMe,

aug7—d6m

ear.

barks Sarah L Bryant, Lano. Messina;
Smyrnlote,
W«?*i0Jk J?n,3rrB*: brif Lillian.

Swasey, Cardenas;
sch E W Pratt, Nickerson,
Cld 21st, trigs Augusta,
Surf,
Sweetland, New Orleans; sch Satnne, Holmes for
St John NB
SALEM-Sld 19th. -chs Julia A Rich, Mooim^
Boston) for Ellsworth; Margaret. KirhardaMML
gon. Hatch, and Ocean Herald, Wiley,
for Portland.

Titcomb. Ac*rJii?..Pw'''w,7,h' ,WP* Longfellow,
to x*1 »«•>
for Uri2d5uE/r*en“u- Tor,"»lul0'

PHTSICIAN AND SURGEON. —11 A LAMB, M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
Portland, Me.
Particular attention paid to 8urgery, including

|

1,600

RUCK EL, Sole Agents, New York.

dec27 eod2m*

9.600 91
35,711 43
18,819 06
10,010 59
0,000 ! 10.097 84
606
42,402 48
none.
8o| 151.700 52 24,353
5.731
10 270 44
19.860 29
39 322,863 13 189.084 80
49.298 57 110,498 10
24,548 83
88 1,195.943 48 857,043 02 493,170 92 607,723 48 102,410 02
96,276 23

now

of the most eminent

gentleman of the day.
Sol 1 by ail Druggists everywhere, at

30.528 13

9.500

by many

used and recommended

divines, dentists, physicians, chemists and scientific

1802.

j

92,688 63
I

none.

hardening and invigorating the guin. purifyiug
breath, cleansing, beautifying and preserving the

teeth, from youth to old age, the "Sozodont” is

1.476 94
15,766 69

;

urn

speech.”

suspected

they

pc

101,205 67

Richmond, 2,21*1 93-05th» tons ; one at
Piltston of 1,170 44-06th; two at Bowdoinj liam of 1,055
5-95th; one at Phipsburg of 505
6-95ths; all in the District of Bath. Besides
were appointed a Committee of
Arrangements,
these, says the Times, there are now on the
ami were charged with the preparation of topics
stocks in this city some ten or twelve
large
and the arrangement of the session softhe Board.
vessels, including a steamboat and gunboat.
The Business Committee reported in part
some topics for discussion,and the Board adDr. Lyman Beecher was the son of a
in
Ail.
blacksmith. His father, a man of positive

President in terms that would have done the
good and lauded Jeff Davis,

ever

5,611 20

4

German Song; Special Telegrams.

tary; Jas. L. Martin, Messenger.
On motion of Mr. Weston of Penobscot,
Messrs. Weston, Chamberlain, and Wasson,

heart of rebeidoiu

a

Vice

1

Perley, President ; Sam’l !
President; S. L. Goodale, Secre-

elected:—Samuel F.

ZT the N ew York correspondent of the
Journal, referring to the late speech of S. S.
Cox in that city, says “he denounced the

followed iu

Com-

Ai'Gpsta, Jan. 21.
The Staje Board of Agriculture convened in
this city to-day. It was called to order by Mr.

very conhandling. Mean-

diplomatic
sincere conviction,

legalised—to

on

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Slidell himself. The

whole business will thus be left in

of that town may be

Judiciary.
Adjourned.

M. Thou-

venal, since that accomplished geulleinan will
read “No. 7” from the Secession Department of
as

from* the

Page of Berwick, they were again tabled, and
the usual number of copies ordered to be printed.
Peliliom prrienlr i and referred.— Of Thos.

Tlieron’s movements were dictated by the
French Cabinet. As these instructions have

to

retrenchment in the Land office, were
table; and on motion of Mr.

on

taken

Tabouelle's terrible sentence was revoked. Mr.
Slidell is instructed to satisfy himself whether

cessity of broaching the subject

grain-

Cyril Pearl on Thursday evening, 2W
inst, and on Tuesday evening, 27th inst.
On motion of Mr. Kingsbury of Portland,
the majority and minority reports of the Com-

inadvertant and promptcollusion with the Consular specter

41.34

larjjc

ed to Rev.

was

..

rebels.—fl^gi

a copy of the Revised Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Hathaway ofSkowhegan,

and forbidden to return. M. Taable to show within three days

Mrs.^I..
.ol

9.101 43

j

of in

with

n was oruereu mat me use oi me nan oe

18,579 08
37.402 48

While we prefer that the work should speak
for itself, and that others should herald its exMail,
cellencies, we cannot refrain from calling attenZT Wc all know that an insidious, hypotion to the following points in which we take an
critical man is to be more feared and despised
honest pride in believing that the New Amerithan an open iiud bold one. So a
that
can Cyclo|»edia Surpasses all others:
party
assumes a false name, makes
In Accuracy and Freshness or Informapretensions to J
public good and virtue, which its whole histo- tion.—The value of a work of this kind is exand
conduct belies, is truly more dangerous
it must
actly proportioned to its correctness.
ry
than open armed
preclude the necessity of having other books.—
Journal.
its decisiodPlbust be final.
It must be an ultiA mi mi far i tirer In Connecticut found
matum of reference or it is good for nothing.—
In this respect tre challenge the most searching
in a bale of cotton tin other day, a
piece examination
It will be
qf the Cyclopatlia..
of a grindstone, a common granite boulder
found in all its departments to embody the rethat would weigh nearly One hundred pounds,
sults of the most recent research at home and
abroad. The latest authorities on every topic
and a large log of wood, for all of whicli he
have been consulted, and the information is
had paid sixty-two cents a pound.
brought down to the very day of printing.
In Cheapness.—Our Cyclopmdia lias been
^y“ Bills are to be reported in Congress,
universally pronounced a miracle of cheapness.
to
the
W'e
committee on territories, for
determined at the outset to enlarge its
agreed
by
♦ He
rjf Nevada, ('..H.rnd't and Nesphere of usefulness, and make it emphatically
a l>ook for the people, by
putting it at the lowhra-ka as States. They have each a populaest possible price.
A reference to the terms will
tion larger than that of Oregon at the time of
•how that it is within the reach of everybody.—
Those who so desire it may take it in weekly or
its admission.
monthly parts at a trifling cost, which, as a rethe
Maine State Board of
cent reviewer suggests, a little extra economy
53T“ Yesterday
in
cigars will enable them to meet.
Agriculture commenced its session often days
PRICE.
at the Agricultural Rooms,at the Slate House.
;
This work is sold to subscribers only.
When
These sessions are highly interesting ami they
completed it will form sixteen large octavo volhave kept up the spirit of euterprise and imumes, each cotitainining from 750 to 800 pages,
with a carefully prepare* 1 Table of Contents.
provement among the farmers of the State, beIt may be had in volumes, which succeed each
yond any other instrumentality.
other, one per month, or the whole 15 volumes
at once if desired.
The price differs according
ry- The Bangor Whig learns that a Mr.
to the binding:
Carle ofSaugervilte, was killed at Dexter on
In Extra Cloth, per vol.,
S3,00
3,50
Monday last. He was coming into town on a In Library Leather, per vol.,
In
Half
Morocco,
black,
4,00
Turkey
voL,
per
Iqad of hark, when it slew.-d, tipped over, and 1 In Half
Russia, extra gilt,
4,50
threw him off, the back of bis head striking
In Full Morocco^utique,gilt edges,per vol ,5,50
In Full Russio,
the frozen ground. He lived hut about three5,50
nun
UDM1.-1 IIIr.
iiuir.bi'iA.
quarters of an hour after the accident. Mr. j
By remitting to Bailey and Noyes Booksellers,
Carle was a farmer, and leaves a wire and sevPortland, the amount for one volume or more.
eral children. Ilis age was about 33 vears.
Immediately on receipt of the money, the hook
will be sent by mail, or express prepaid, in
We understand that some tall specistrong wrappers to the address in the state.
mens of sweariug have
The above art the Old Prictt. As soon as
recently been indulged
the 16th vol. is published—which will be in Febin by leading democrats of this city, at the exruary—the
price will be advanced 50 cents per
pense of Gen. Shepley. The sin of Gen. S. is
voL to all new subscribers, which is rendered
in supporting the President’* proclamation,
neccessary by reaaon of the advance of paper
and materials in the manufacture. .Vo*c it the
not simply as a military man, but from
princi- time to obtain thit
great work cheaper than it
ple. For an old democrat to act front princiwill ever probably be offered again.
Bulky A Notes, Booksellers and Stationers,
ple, it wuuld seem, i* to commit the party sin
56 & 58 Exchange street, Portland, Me.
that hath no

On motion of Mr. Lyman of Machias, it was
ordered that the Messenger of the House be directed to furnish the Monitor of the 1st Division

from the

500
12 457
7 313

^

The resolves and amendments
were laid upon the table and ordered to be printed. Thursday of next week was assigned for
their second reading.

i

2o 241

10,108 44

1,3,330
29,084 16

Rev. W. A. P. Dillingham, who for a
year past has preached a portion of the time
iu the Universalist Church iu this village, has
just removed his family here and taken up a

I

86.451 11
10,097 84,

93.062 90

aud well received.

amendments.

excited,

none,

On motion of Mr. Stewart, it was ordered that
the Committee on the Judiciary be instructed to

Kingsbury, from the Committee Ton Federal relations, reported Resolves on National affairs, which were once read. Messrs. Smith of
Westbrook and Lyman of Machias offered

afterwards

terview, mentioned communication* having
passed between himself an* the Consular
agent at Galveston.
This was enough. M. Tlieron and M. Ta-

lost, and the order

Mr.

Confederate Sena-

67.821 51

!

pe.

Besides, it contains very little not already published, or which may not be readily interred
from our telegraphic report*.
ZJF~ We learn from the Augusta Journal
that Rev. Cyril Pearl is delivering his course
ol lectures ou the National Crisis, iu the Representatives Hall. They are fully attended,

concurrence.

a

4

first, is anony minis, and therefore is declined.

irorsc.

conspirators

heap of meal

pc.

passed.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Fuller.
Papers from the Senate were disposed

This copy was received on the
1th October, and attracted the earnest cousid-

4

“Jonathan’s” second dot ter, like the

Adjourned.

Richmond.

world affords
Advice Free.
Office 86
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A.M. to2
P. M., and 6 to 8 p m.
iwho in
thoroughly versed in the afflictive
.i
*r *'\x’ can *'*' consulted by ladies.
I atients
furnished
with board and experienced
nurM»ocWeoddm

?«*•

1

none

2.51*7 !
1.328
l'64.3
5 176
135.997 25 2.31,986 29 302,669 12 219.011 92 117.'486 12 4o‘)») 30
4H77 28
322,343 251,171,223 811,238,898 291,031,027 32 472,690 82 662,059 25 200.692 19

XjF“ The entire Union ticket for city otHiu Middletown, Conn., was elected ou
Monday by a large vote. The Uniou party is
composed of Republicans and war Democrats,
and the opposition “Peace men.”

are

was

!

cets

Revised Statutes.

copy of the corresto the Confederate Government at

quite

:

Inspectors and a Committee o*
Council; what more can a Com-

enquire into the expediency of ttriking out the
word “written” in Article 29, Sec. 4,
Chap. 1,

Governor Lubbock

replied briefly, rejecting

State

Com-

the

very sick.
The motion to postpone

On the fourth

1

6.000
6.016

t'1T~ The Augusta papers boast of the excellence of the skating at that place.

incompetent, discharge them.
The prison is as well managed now, as it will be
until machinery is furnished.
Mr. Emerson thought the Legislatures were
the natural guardians of the prison, and asked
if they were to let the patient die because it was

Lubbock,
Texas,
opinion about the re-establishment
of an independent Republic of Texas, as a
guide In political corresjiondence with the

Galveston.

C5P”
a

the Executive
mittee do? The prison is a sick patient, and you
propose to kill it by a multitifde of doctors—
there is hardly a breath of life in it now. If the

his

at

Investigating

14.589
3..T00

!

34.581 65

*J'3®»
1 906 04,

|

toh.

Mr. Starr said if any one would tell how any
benefit would come from sueh a visit, he would
withdraw his opposition. The accounts are in-

of

Government in France.

Hank.

Sfan.&Tr’s Merchants] Michanics
I Bank.
Bank.
Hank.

no~

!

Z'F" On the first page—Capture of Galves-

duty.

VVlMCMCinia:

lilt.

letter to Governor

by no

but the idea of

the results would be great compared
with the outlay. Postpone the order, and you
cut off the Committee from nearly all of their

retary Benjamin's letter, M. Theron, French
Consular Agent at Galveston addressed a sin-

ed

Am't of Reserved Profits after April Dividend.
Am’t of Debts Due anil not
p’d, and considered doubtful,
Ain't of Matured Debts unp’d,
Hate of Dividend. April. 1862.

thought

the South in a very different way.
On the ISth of August, we learn from Sec-

Confederacy

Lo*w’.

fairs of the prison would be to visit the instituThe expense would be small, and good
would be likely to come from such a visit. He

important of these documents is address
ed to Mr. Slidell, and reveals a well or illgrounded jealousy of the French policy on
this continent, which has not hitherto been
susjiected outside of the Conspiracy. The
Emperor of the French has aroused the suspicions of the North by his ill-timed suggestion of intervention; his agents have alarmed

bouelle were

well;

statistics of the expenses of

most

tor

Billsof otherHanks and Ch'ks,
Balances due from other B’ks,

turn.

ry of State to the French and
missioners, Messrs. Slidell and

a

be

hearing interest.

£P..
Rw!
Estate.
I

duty.

mittees, and found they amounted in five years
to over SfaOOO.
Mr. Emerson was still opposed to postponement.
He thought the only opportunity the
Committee would enjoy, to understand the af-

field of labor to which he is

•IVIM

eratibn of

uo.

If the money paid annually for Legislative visits and Investigating Commissions was
applied to the purchase of machinery, the grumbling would soon cease. He had made some

France and Texas.

jiondence

Deposits,

Mr. Starr disclaimed any intention of casting
reflections upon the Committee. He thought it
an unnecessary
If the Committee
expense.
could spend a full Legislative term there, it

Among the mails of the rebel steamer captured by tlie blockading squadron off Charleston, on the 4th instant, it will be remembered,

gular
asking

MT'-.'-l.

it discourteous to the Committee. A visit to the
was almost indispensable to a
proper

adapted.

"v,v

lid national Hank.

< asm

600,000
TaSwOO
fflMOO j 280386
8no.m~~ 100,000
74 0,8
408’4W
«*•*»
290,7*4
158,001
199.066
84,666
65,321 40 114.137 70 122,223 48 20,136 33
17,087 39 41.996 49
4 141 42
875 22
14,187 151
2,884 20
2*24 37
22,666 70
16,004 74
677 2:4
113,775 25 &fl,320 761 545,617 68 157,713 22 13 6354 64 108.342 17 18,476 33

5® 1 routs on hand.
Balance* due to other Banks,

He thought

,,Hn'■

none.

Capital'stock.^SOO/JOO

institution

discharge of

15.654 23

As

Mr. Starr called up the order, tabled by him
recently, authorizing the Committee on State
Prison to visit the institution. He moved its indefinite postponement.
Mr. Emerson opposed the motion.

“WOO

02,

d^laringiast
doubtful,
p’d.audeoncider^
Am t of Matured Debt* unp^,

the destruction of State bonds and coupons,
after the same are paid.

kind word and still kinder act, hail better exchange the surplice for the sword, or, if that
is not to his taste, resign his commission, and
some

uf,PivMend,October,

Am t of Reserved Profit* at the
time of
Dic'd,
Amt ol Debt* due and not

samaquoddy Indians, transmitting their report.
Laid on the tablgand ordered to be printed.
Passed to be etigrotted—Resolve providing for

around his lonely couch. The
who habitually absents himself from camp,
and neglects the hospital; who thinks more of
sporting than of preaching the gospel by a

better

Bills Id other It ks in the State,
do.
out of the do.,
Ba.ances due from other Il'ks,
i'0,u.

received from the Coma resolve of the last
to the
Penubg^t and Pas-

secret.

return to

SEi'JV.'.;.
if-?

was

Legislature, relating

associations of the

er

llanlt.

1

no"''

missioners appointed by

voice to recall the sacred

dispel

I

of in

investigating the
affairs of the State prison in one or two days was
preposterous. He thought these visits did’nt
pay. The reason why the prison don! pay its
expenses is that it nerds machinery—that is the

to

j
I

January, 1863.

..

Ref. Mr. Crane of

dying.
plaint, all of which we suppress for the present, showing how sadly the poor soldier feels
that he is neglected, when alone and friendless he is left to fight tlie battle of tlie hospital, or to while away the listless hours of the
Sabbath in his tent, without one sympathizing
day, or

anal

——H^H—

Diseases of the Urinary Organ.
IT" J’( Mott, M. D., < >pe rating and Consulting
Surgeon and Physician, attends exclusively to Disease* of the
Urinary andOenital Organ*, and Female
Complaints of all kinds, and the more obscure diseases of the Pelvic Vieera. as liles,
Ruptures, Hydro*
cele, Varicocele, Fistula, Early decline of Manhood,
«c.
Dr M. keeps himself posted in all the
improvements in the cure of Disease, made in this
country
or
Europe, and spares no expent.e that his patients
have
may
the best medical and surgical treatment
the

Iturjrom the Bauk$.----1__1_
961)0,000 l#000,000
.. *800,000
9625,000
9250,000
9300,000
9100,000
108,182
427.680
I 87.894
I 400,361
223.764
j 208,006
s'
HM2
86
hand,
63,938
104,810 90 117,624 39
Sf?-*.™1"?011.
10,676 83
10,888 67 *».02» 711
8.994 43
Balanw-s due to other Banks,.
4.4IH 40
15.946 97
1.891 91
22.fH7 30
2 483 81
8,741 89 26.945 66
deposits,
93,877 70! 338.578 53 470.593 70 211,913 06! 142,918 82 178,808 8ll 26.376 66

concurrence.

letters of com-

numerous

venient form for

over whose
heads a cross hail been made on the plastering
with a pencil, by the surgeon, indicating that
amputation would be performed. The rugged
boys, not liking to loose a leg apieoe.rubbed out
the mark before.the knife came along next day,
and so escaped the operation. When the time
again came round, a few days after, for examination of subjects, the “hoard” came to the decision that both of their limbs could be saved'.
They are now doing well.
I saw another who bad lost both arms. He
said he kuew that both of them could have been
waved, as only one of the bones was broken in
the fore right arm, and a bullet went through
the elbow joint of the left. He implored the surgeon to spare then^awhile, but it was easier to
chop them off.”

Papers

its the duties that fall in their way.
Hut there are others who are anywhere but
at the bedside of sickness, or at the couch of

iiiscuuii-

try’s service, “takes bis life in his liand” in

Wednesday.

a

the

I

Id

Monday In

nSy"?1 5.'.00ki-

PRESS.j

Hallowell.

smile of encouragement for one,
kind word for another, they do much to
raise the spirits of all who come near them,
and to prepare them to meet with manly spir-

a

Saturday preceding First

the

.........

time, by a

and

TO THK DAILY

SENATE.

They carry sunshine and courage wherever
they go. They will pray to God so as to make
all around them feel that God has answered
the prayer, and by a right word at the right

subsist upon senuty or poorly prepared rations,
and semetlmes unpleasant fan's, broken by
no

[SPECIAL DISPATCH

save the government from so much waste of
money. We know of some army chaplains
who add real strength to their regiments.—

enlists, he docs so with all the hazards of war
before him. He may be obliged at times to

on

Bank

in relation to this

Capthey
position
for which they are totally unfitted. If
they
have no taste for the hard fare, the discomforts,
and the rudeness of camp life, and have no fitness for benefitting the desponding, tlie sick
and the dying, let them at least resign, and

foi

they existed

Cumberl'd

class of officers. Receiving the pay of a
tain of Cavalry, or an Infantry Major,
have no excuse for remaining Id a

1

Abstract from the Returns of the Neveral Incorporated Banks In
Portland,

JOHN C.

PROCTER,

Real Estate and Merchandisr

BROKER.
OFFICE

•

Ob Liar Street.

LF~Kmr»uco first Door north of the 1'o.t Ofle*.

jrnmam

STOCK OF DR Y GOODS
For Sale,
STORE NO. lot MIDDLE,

IKstreet,

wishes

to

d (food opportunity
rugm*. la the

comer

tor may

of

Plumb

oar

who

Retail Dry ««•*■ Trade.
Portlud, Ju. », Ifitt.

WM. A1CH1SO*.

>B»

dlw-

ABOUT TOWN.

NATTERS

-TO TIIE-

Judicial Court.

Supreme
JANUARY

BY TELEGRAPH

TERM—CUTTING J., PRESIDING.
The traverse juries were for-

EVEIYUVK

^Wednetday.

PAPERS.

med as follows:
Missouri—Address to the President
Affairs
—Treason not yet Subdued—A Vigorous Policy Asked For.
in

Fir»t Jury—Timothy F. Bradley, Foreman,

Brunswick; John Anderson. Portland; Abraham Bickford, Scurboro'; G. W. Brackett,
Harrison ; Wiuthrop T. Bradbury, New
Gloucester; Wm. G. Brewer, Perry Burr,
Freeport; John Blanchard, Cumberland;
Joseph C.Chute, Windham; Alvin Dennett,
Bridgton; Wm. Hall, Casco; Dexter Hale,

Jkffbbsok City Mo., Jan. 20.
Eighty-four members of the Legislature met
and
to-night
adopted a memorial to the President, setting forth that there is still underlying the surface of this State a very large sub-

Naples.
1

Supernumeraries—Samuel Phinney,Standish.
No 128—Jabez C.

Woodman, Jr.,

Silas

vs.

H. Churchill.

|>owerless: grand juries
ctnpanneled whh will indict men

to a great extent
not be

Assumpsit on a note for 8246, dated January 6th, 1856, payable in two years, with interest annually, to George Knight, ami by him
endorsed over to plaintiff The note is secured by a mortgage. Tbe defence is that
there was no consideration received by Church-

tiff, which were sustained by the full Court,
and the verdict was set aside, and a new trial
granted. Not finished.
Vinton A Dennett,
Fessenden A Butler.

Woodman,

J. H. Drummond.

can-

who

have stolen horses and guns from the Unionists to equip themselves for the rebel army.—
It is still in some places safer to be disloyal
than unconditionally Union—the moral force
of coercion is not altogether on one side yet.
We therefore urge the propriety of kweping
in force orders Nos. 3 and 25, emanating from
the headquarters of the department of Missouri, until such time as we can say the thoroughly loyal sentiment prevails throughout the
State.
We ask this, believing that upon it
largely depends the welfare of the Union, the
cause of our State, and the personal safety of
thousands of citizens who have taken part in
sustaining the government.
The memorial was unanimously signed, and
will be circulated for more names to-morrow.
Col. Hayward has been ap|iointed to present
the memorial to the President.

ill for tbe note. The case was tried at the
October term, 1861, and a verdict rendered for
defendant. Exceptions were taken by plain-

J. C.

of lieasonable sentiment, which may
break out at the first favorable opportunity;
expressing thankfulness to the government for
assistance rendered, and stating the belief that
by all truly loyal men in Missouri their lives,
property aud constitutional liberty are now endangered ; representing that utter ruin would
result from another struggle with domestic
traitors and their uiders and abettors in our
inidst; urging the President to use his utmost
caution in rescinding or modilying orders that
have imperious or coercive influences only on
our and the country’s enemies.
In many parts of the State the civil law is
slratum

Yarmouth.
Second Jury—Wm. H. Jerris, Foreman, Portland; Alvin A. Jordan, Robert W. Knight,
Cape Elizabeth; David J. Lawrence, Pownal; Aaron V. Metcalf, Brunswick; Henry
M. Minot, Lorenzo Tole, Westbrook; Geo.
Mountfort, Jr., Falmouth; Richard Mayberry, Windham; Robert A. Sanborn, Sebago;
Josiah B. Shaw, Gorham; Samuel York,

Municipal Court—Jan. 21.
Gustavus L. Welander, for tbe single sale of
a glass of intoxicating liquor, was fined ten
dollars and costs.
He appealed, but, subsequently, withdrew bis appeal and paid his One
and costs, J. H. Williams, Esq., for the de-

Reports from Washington.
New York, Jan. 21.
A special dispatch from Washington says
Col. Wyudham, of the tirst New Jersey cavaly, lias resigned on account of being placed
under orders of Col. Price, of the 2d Pennsylvania cavalry. It is rumored that Col. Wyudham will have an independent command.'
The House Naval Committee has under
consideration the recommendation of the Secretary of tlie Navy to build three large class
ironclad men-of-war, to cost not exceeding
twelve millions of dollars, for which amount
an appropriation will be inserted in the Naval

fence.
was

made

district.

and Pilots—District of Portland
and Falmoath.

Tlie Tribune’s dispatch says there is a dead
lock between the Federal and State authority
in Wisconsin upon the subject of the draft,

The following is the list of Engineers and
Pilots licensed at tills port by the Inspectors
of Steamboats, as reported Jan. 1,1863.

■ I.

which has given occasion for the absence from
his seat of Senator Howe. It is said, at the
request of the War Secretary, he lias gone to
Wisconsin upon the mission of getting the
record of the decision of the Supreme Court
against the constitutionality of the draft or
the right of the President to suspend the writ
of habeas corpus.

class.

nnomnns.

John W. Allen.2nd
Turner Parker,.8d
George K. Coyle,.2nd

Assistant,— Renews!
do
do
do

...

.1st knur.

....Renews).

do
do
George Cashing.2nd Chief,
let issue.
John Desmond.2nd Assistant,
Renewal.
Francis M. Foot.2nd Chief.
1st issue.
Bnfua Gaagatt,.3d Asautant
....Renewal.
Leonard Dowell.1st
do
-1st issue.
F. T. Hamilton.2nd
do
F. A. Hutchinson.1st
do
Renewal.
do
George C. Johnson,. 2nd Chief,
Joan. Johnson,.2nd
do
do
Jaams Johnson,.8d Assistant.
do
do
.
WUUam King,.2nd
do
do
William King,.1st
issue
do
....1st
Joseph Kimball,.2ud
.Renewal.
John F. Long,.2nd Chief,
do
Thomas Merrill.2nd Assielant.
do
do
John M. fiagree,.1st
do
do
John H. Roach,.2nd
do
da
P. Richardson.2nd
dv
do
Mark Ibomton.3d

U.Cook.2nd

....

Btory

...

..

—

....
....

....

CLASS.

do

that the fifth lecture of the M. L. A.

by tbe distinguished
young Irish orator, Mr. Mason Jones, recently
of Dublin University. Mr. Jones held tbe
large audience perfectly spell-bound for two
hours and a quarter by his plain, simple, unadorned olF-hand, yet entrancing eloquence,
while giving a running history of the life, experience, adventures and military career of
the great Liberator of Italy. Many an eye
glistened as he recited touching incidents of
the preat-beartedness of the Italian hero. We
have

to be delivered

long a time he held
so large an audience, and yet they seemed dissatisfied only with his last word. Many passages were surpassingly eloquent, and did not
fail to call forth tbe most rapturous applause.

roofing, was discovered to
Notwithstanding the high wind,

and the combustible nature of the sited and its
tkn

J

A._

contiguous buildings. The shed with its
contents was destroyed. The loss cannot be
the

very great, as there was but very little valuable material in the building. It Is supposed
that it was setaou fire.

Dusty.—The dust was flying in

yesterday
wtth

a

our

streets

thick as in any summer’s day,
strong gale of wind. It was a disaas

greeable day—the mercury
degrees,
and dust enough to blind a person.
In Boston, as we leant from the mail agent,
at

It commenced

22

snowing early in the morning,
quite mild. At 7 o’clock

with the weather

last evening it looked
•

as

if it would rain.

Post age Stamps.—The merchants and
dealers in this city, without exception, now
rehtss to receive postage stamps in way of
change. Next week is the time limited for
the redemption of the soiled ones at our Postoffice. At yet, but few have beeu sent in.
---

Orders have beeu received by the Eastern Express Company to stop taking
freight
for Burnside’s anny, or boxes directed to

Washington

for any

one

ning

on a

brief

furlough.

t9 R to Capt. George P. Sherwood who
has resigned as Captain of Co. P, f>th Maine
Reginfent. We learn that Capt. S. is expected
home to-morrow.'
S9~' Rev.

E. .C Bolles of this

In Bath last evening.

!

in that
army.

Personal.—Our feliow-citisen Col. Nathan
Barker, Brigade Quartermaster in Gen. Caldwell's Division, arrived home Tuesday eve-

city lectured

the New

transitory
by promptly yielding p
law and returning
allegiance, but this they
will not do. Let us out with it; we have n*
a

i

remnant
to

alternative; we must destroy slavery root an<
branch; we must do it in order to^mibjui/ate
the persistent enemy of republican govern
■nent.
God grant us the streugtb and stainiu
to meet the issue boldly.
If we do cot he wii
us
to it by chastening and scourging
bring
Tills is a hard duty—a terrible, a solemn duty
but it is a duty.
I am not prepared to see this governmei
destroyed; not willing to give my childre
anarchy and shame for an inheritance; ni
ready for a patched up peace that will eaus
the laud to be again drenched in blood in

!

Internal Revenue

BUTLER A

1

omana,

Chicago, Burlington

A

guiucy,.109}

Norwich A Worcester,. 83
Cleveland A Toledo. 96i
Galena A Chicago.
Illinois Ceutra) scrip.
Michigan .Southern guaranteed,.

a

RALPH BUTLER,J«„
W. H
SAVAGE.
isea.
Jana flaw

1,

;

OYSTERS,
Cooked in the best manner, at the

ALBION

Meals at all hoars, cooked to ordor.

United States 6's one year certificates,.
Tennessee 6's,.....
Missouri 6’s.

Heading.

DRAUGHT*

0. D. MILLER,

Harlem.
Hudson,.
Erie preferred,.

K.

Erie...

»r

Proprietor,

notes.146]

U. 8. Hotel, Ko. 117 Federal Street, Portlaad

York,

at

(BEAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE TIE RISE!

The Party to Blame.

20 HOl’SF.8. at price, from S1000 to *8000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at price, from (20) to *3000.
2.00U.IJU) feet of FLATS,
l.ooo.ooo feet or LAM).
2 STOHE LOTS on Commercial Street.

The man, who figured in the
19th of this month, says he has

Argus
forty-five

on

the
dol-

lars

a month, and had the misfortune to rote
Lincoln, expecting better times, but is very
much disappointed, and fears he will have to

on

Jan. 21.

00.

The Doors Broken in by

The assembly

a

account

on

ed the rebels coming into possession of all our
forte, arsenals and navy yards ou (he Southern
coast.
He might have manned every fort and
brought the rebels to terms in a week; but he
would uot lift a Auger to prevent this

bloody

Yours, respectfully,

war.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
26.
26.

Ur Staibs.

bov27 dtf

27.

H. C. LOVELL A BON,

sr-Two attorneys got into a game of flstl- !
Superior Court of Chicago some
days since, and, after pommeling each other to
their mutual satisfaction, were each fined $100
for contempt of court.
3f-This year being the centennial anni- ]
versary of the granting of that charter under
which Rhode Island became the refuge of all
who sought freedom of conscience, a writer in
the Providence Journal proposes to have a
grand celebration of the event, and a reunion
of the sons of Rhode Island, either at Provior

DRESS

we

now

we

should

AT VERY LOW

worn! paper on which the Boston
Journal bos twice been printed, and Which is

superior to most rag paper, is made under
letters patent, near Philadelphia. The mill is
a small one, but it Is proposed to form a Company for manufacturing on a large scale, with
a capital of $1.(X1I,000.
One gentleman offers
to lake
X),(XX) of the stock, and assign the
patent to the Company. TJic Journal thinks

32.
83.
34.
85.
36.
87.
88.

Tickings,

PRICES FOR THE TIMES

SILKS, WOOLENS, DELAINES,

A.

Goods

Dry
We

are

89.

Kooda uauall, found in

and all other

also

for

Agents

Corset and Skirt

40.

Store!

41.
42.

Fojr’a

48.

Supporter.

Portland, Jan.Sd, 1868.

44.

jan3 te

to

46.

smokers:

46.

rharejaat

received

a

KTLLTRTTRTflV

lie lot of

47.

TOR A mn

48.

mild, medium and arena Alio, a Saa aaaortmaat
of tfA rVHAL Lt'.Ar TOBACCO,
including tha
celebrated May apple" brand.

49.

Oar nsaortmeut of

Choice Imported Cigars
la worth]' of all abla bodied men who lore a good I
■ molt..
MEERSCHAUM and UU1EK-KUOT

1

PIPES
constant!?

on

hand,

STORE,

JOUH T. ROGERS &

CO

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
and

Produce

CM AS. B. ROGERS.

1«68.

Window'

Late

OKDEK.

STORE SHADES, of all dimensions, made, letterBank Note Printing.—'The Washington
ed end put up et short notice.
York Journal of
; correspondent of the New
Commerce says that although not directly ;
AT
authorised so to do, Secretary Chase is quietly
Portland, He*
establishing a bank-note printing establishment If©. 16S 1-2 Middle At.
in the Treasury Department. In completing
dec 12 eodSm
;
The Tin mins A. Morgan, which has formerI one of tile wings, one-lmll of the roof has been
ly run between here aud Yorktown, was haul- so raised as to form a manaarde, or garret
ed off to-day for slight repairs. The sleuinlioat
story, the front of which, facing the east, is of
Swan takes her place, but owing to the storm
j iron and glass. A very light apartment lias
she did not leave to-day.
thus been created lor the presses, and although
The propeller Kurnak returned to Hampton \ the
change currency will lie first printed, it is
Roads to-day.
contemplated to have the entire government For
Gentlemen and
issues printed there. While fraud can thus be
Disturbance at Monte video—Rebel Schooner
avoided, the operations of the department can
Retribution,
be concealed from the brokers.
-New Yoke, Jan. 21.
The Plan of Certain Iron-Clads
no\20 eodtf
Montevideo advices slate that disturbances
have lately occurred iu consequence of a supChanged.—Instructions have beeu sent by I
posed conspiracy against the Government.
tile Navy Department to the different controcMany persons had been arrested, including the
tors building the last batch of iron-clad vessels
captain of the Argentine steamer Menav- The
CHARLEM W. SMITH
geueral opinion was that the alarm would soon to make a considerable change in the plan of
be over, as there was apparently no cause lor
iu form his friends and the public that ho
their construction. They were to have been
has removed from 17 Silver Street to the
It.
than the nine batteries of tlie Monitor
larger
Advices from St Thomas state the rebel
NEW STORE ON OPPOSITE SIDE,
type, and to draw very little water. Now,
schooner Retribution W’as formerly the steamand just below the old stand,
however, they are to lie made more formidatug Enoch Train of Boston.
ble, and will be of deeper draft than was at
Nos. 6 A 9 Silver Street,
From California.
first intended.
There are other deviations
where he will be happy to see his old customers, and
San Francisco, Jan. 21.
from the original plan to be carried out, which
host of new ones.
janlS dlw
There were twelve ballots for Senator last
it is not expedient to print. They are 1034
night, as follows: For Mr. Phelps 36, Mr.
for
Propoftuis
City Tomb.
tons burden, and will carry one turret, in
Sargent 34, Mr. Conners 25, Mr. Brown 6.—
I
ClTT OF PORTLAHD.
The indications are that none of the candiwhich two guns will be mounted.
January 9th, 1868. )
dates now prominent can be elected.
Search
PROPOSALS will be received by the
furnishes the plans of these
Capt.*Ericsson
has been made for a compromise candidate.
Committee on Cemeteries and Public Grounds,
ships, the general construction of which will at the office or City Engineer, until Monday, the 18th
Tlie steamer Golden Age has sailed for
for the construction of a Tomb in Evergreen
Inst.,
be the same as their predecessors.
Panama, with 150 passengers and $1,336,000
Cemetery, as per plans and specifications which may
in treasure for England, $354,000 for New
be seen at City Engineer's Office. The Committee
reserve the right to reject
Y'ork, and $35,000 for Panama.
proposals not satisiactory
SPECIAL MEETING.
Per order of Committee.
A. K. SHUKTLEFF, Chairman.
Reoeptlon of the 7th Maine in Boston.
jar9 td
CANAL BANK.
Boston, Jan. 21.
Shareholders of this Bank are notified to
A detachment of the Maine 7th regiment,
meet at their Banking Boom on Monday, 16th
Copartnership Notice.
under command of Lieut. Col. Conner, receivInst., st 11 o'clock A. M., to fill a vacancy in the
EDWARD BANXAFORD m admitted a
Board of Directors
ed a warm welcome in Boston to-day,on their
partner with me on January 1, 1868, and the
By vote of the Director*
name of the firm is
way back to the seat of war. They were esJ
B SCOTT, Cashier.
corted through the city hy a procession ot the
9,
1663.
Portland, January
td
A. P. MORGAN A CO.
Sons of Maine and the Boston Light Infantry
A. F. MORGAN.
JanlS) d3w
Association, under command of Maj. Chas. O.
International Steamship Company.
Rogers, to the Fall River depot.
Lost.
SPECIAL MEETING of th« Stockholders of
the Iuternationul Steamship Co. will be holden
of hand, dated Wkoaarl, Deo. Slat. ISM,
From Washington,
at the ollioe oi the Company, on the corner of Comfur two hundred and eight dollar, ttS-lOOlha,
mercial and Union strccts.for the purpose of revising
Intlxty day, to Daniel Window at either
Washington, Jan. 21.
the By-Laws of the Company, on the X9th day of
nb in Portland, (eudoraed by him) aud iigued by
The report of the Seuate Finance CommitAlexander Johneon.
Jauuary, 1663. at 3 o'clock P. M.
tee upon the the civil appropriation hill strikes
II. J. LIBBY, Seoretanr,
The Under I, roquoated to I rare It at the barter*
Portland, Jan. 14,1663.
out the clause reducing the mileage of Conjanlfi
Expres, omee, the payment being .topped.
30— tt
J. N.' WINSLOW.
Jan
to
ten rents per mile, and curtails
gressmen
other minor appropriations, and also reduces
Puyson House.
At. A St. L. Railroad block.
GENTLEMAN aud his wflb, and a few single
the estimates of the Agricultural Department
gentlemen can be accommodated with board
KA TO 100 SBARE8 WANTED by
from $130,000 to $60,0tH), and the printing of
and pleasant rooms at tho above bouse, No. 37 MidOU
WM. H. WOOD.
the laws in newspapers from $17,000 to $4,000.
dle Stbsit.
Jaalidlw
Matt Sir

STONEHAM'Sj

Ladies,

4i—FAeViange

Boys.
Si—4^

Removal.

A

Anuta
Ktable

Street.

rioar

180 Bbls Arcade

80

••

Cbtcaeaw

"

68
80

Aoresta

••

"
Union
900.000 fret I*ine Shipping Board#.
••

38.0S)

6,718 66

Spruce

••

nuk.

60.600
Cheap Pine Boards.
130.000 Cine Clapboards—piaaed.
*0.000 Spruce Clipboards.
100.000 Extra Cedar Shingles.
GEO. P. POSTER.
By
At the bead of Uaioa Wharf.
PoHland.DM.lllh. im.
gtf

82,400 00
19,704 61

FOR SALE.

300000
BOARDS4W*Dn”
6.000
Box

WWh*

Sugar

SHOOKS.
SPRUCE DIMENSION.all sires
DOORS. SASHES. BLINDS, LATHS. CLAPBOARDS-Fitted and Roogb.
OUTSIDE SASHES oa hand.

1,499 78

-ALSO—

300 BMs. Choice Brand FLOUR, few Wally Wan.
by
RUFUS DEERPM,
Itobeon'e Wharf, foot of High ttiMl.

ocSOdSu

FOR SALE & TO LET.
For Role or to fee Let.
BRICK HOUSE oa LMssla .treat
qnire at the Merchants Bank.
Store

TO

as

in

extensive

Apple to
Janll dlw»CHAS. BAKER.

TO LET.
corner nf Middle
nt 86 Stale Street.

To he Let.
lathe second Morr. aeor gteea a
Middle etrMt—MitebaIJ’s BaiRRag. PsseseOaa
given immediately. Inqaire of
jthl tf
A. T. DOLL

CHAMBERS

TO RETT

| «a
For Sale.
THE HoUBEea tbe esraar adPrw*.

fRRR

Peet sad ( uco aflwet.—the k
lor a store. A good stead
a dually tiroeer
nnuUM

li|i|H

Middle Buns',
£•» pnrtemlan I**"* ■P»*T atM.HT
I. MITCHELL.

r
Portland

DOT4

sod tf

reaper’s Map to Let.
coasamretel Street, toad ef Hobsaa’a^rhart.
leqelre ef J. H. HAMLEK.
"fltf
Otenn on Hobeoa a Wharf.
_____

romiaodJoss Chamber la
THE
of tto
brick block,
■uk

the aorttorly earnew
corner of Lime and
Streets, direct! v teeing tto market. Beal ew.
Enquire at etece of
CO.,
__OCEAK IKSl'KAXCE
Ko 21 Exchange B«.
Sept IS,
nnr

king tom,

last_dtf_

To Let.
Tto large House oa the eoreer ef MM*
streets, recently oeew
«t WMh

practice of upward* of twen-

AFTER
ty ycai*.continue* to
State*; also in Great

die and Willow
by Mm. C

secure Pateut* in the UnitBritain. France, and other
countries.
Caveats, Specification*. Bonds,
Aadgnmeuts.aud all riper* or Drawing* for Patents,
executed ou liberal tenu*. and with despatch. Rej searche* made into American or Foreign work*, to
determine the validity or utility of Pateut* or Invention*—and legal or other advice rendered in all matter* touching the *ame. Copie* of I he claim* of
any
Pnteut furnished hv remitting One Dollar.
Assignmeat* recorded at Washington.
The Agency hi not ouly the largest in 2few England. bat through it inventor* hmve advantage • for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
invention*, unsurpassed by, if not immeasnrublv superior to, auv which can lie offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonial* below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
tbau the subscriber; and a* SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND AB1JJTY. be
would add that lie has abundant reason to
believe,
and can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
service* *o moderate
; are the charges for
The immense
practice of the subscriber during twenty vear* past, ha* enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection or specificstious mud official decisions relative to patent*.
These, besides hi* extensive library of legal and
mechanical work».and full account* of patent* granted iu the United State* and Europe, rende him able,
question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

JCMehards

foreign

Act ef CStepnrtnnnre
provisions
entitled "An Act
IXgross
provide Internal Beesthe
and
tto
of the

Commissioner

tnuticortky,

plication tu

aaanrina

of Patents.
Invantnaa

employ

putting

tavorable consideration

at

early

the l'steut Lidice."

EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Paieats
"Mr. R. H. Eddr has made for me THIRTEEN applications, on all but om of whieh patents hnrabaan
granted, and that is note pnsdiag. Such anmistakable proof of great talent and ability on his part

leads me to recommend all inteulora to
apply to him
to procure their patents, as
they ntay be sure ot barlag the most faithful attention bestowed on their
«»»ee, end at rery reasonablcchargee."

JOHN TAGGART
the subscriber, in course of
large practice, made on twict rejected applications. SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERYONE of whieh
was decided in kit/ntor, by the t o ia seise inaec ef paR H. EDDY.
tents
Jang cod ly

Duringeigbt mouths,

his

■tall Road Roads.
Bonds

of the
mortgage
HOLDERS
Kennebec end Portland Railroad Co., with ell
thereon dae
the ltth ef Octhe intereet
ot the seooad

on
coupe ns
tober, 1842. are hereby requested to deposit the seme
in my bauds, for which receipts will be gives end
hereafter exchanged for certiMeates ef cloak In the
I'oktlakd A ktssauc Railroad, {a arte <-rpasfcatfon.) a* soou is the books end cortiltcalcs can be
prepared, in accordance with a rote of said CompaJ S.U'HHIMi,
ny, Nor. *. 1882.
Treasurer Portland ft Kennebec Railroad.
deelS dtf
Aageste. Dee l«. 1IW2.

WANTED.
ooa eiders hie

aapeeiharing had
THE subscriber,
in connection with nssufscttihig, but
without
lo make
with
ence

arraagemserti
capital, wishes
person hating means, lo opurale a mill -either
cotton or woolen—and share the pcodie. Can fire
beet of rrfcrsucr as to rhsreeter and ability.
Pleaae address B WOODWARD, But 11T. Seeth
some

Berwick, Maine

teem ten Aaanssnr nr
First Collection District in tto State ef Mates,
bis Kstarn of tbe Texas and Dallas assaaasd la tea
month of December. lWg—that tbe sold taxes bars
become doe and parable, and that I will be tB attendance at nr ofioe over 8S Commercial rirevt,Portland from the 12th to tbe 14th day of Jaannry, MSB,
for the purpose of receiving Mid taxes, and granting
License* to nil persons within that portion sften
First District included lathe Const* *"—i *a»l
And I further give notice, and call attention in tea
Hollowing provisions of the Act"All persons whs
shall neglect to par tbe dnliri and tens so as altos,
mid orseued upon them, ta tea Collector or his Dspaltos. Within tbe times above tpcciBed, shall to Mates
to pag ten per esafism additional ansa the emeses!
tkrrcaf."
And I would also call attention to the Msatag
provision of the mid Act rasps sting Lissome:—
parson or parsons shall exercise or earn ate
ter the
any trade or business hereinafter
exercising or carrying on of which trade or business
a license is repaired bv this Act. without taking oat
such license as in that behalf required, to. she, aa
they, shall, far every sneh otener.respectively terteM
B penaltv tonal to Aren timet Ike mmommt of tto da*B

K‘

"Irony

1

sto

»ka«

a person more competent and
and more capable of
tbeir aps form lo secure for them an
and

doclgsodSm

inteseel

pay

approved JolyY lgffl, I hereby

"I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and I
succest/nl practitioners with whom I nave had offi- |
cial intercourse.’*
CHAKLE8 MASON,
KMitaHon In

of tto

to
(■•■> eminent
one to anppori
on the Public Debt."
c notico that I have received

TiiTixomu.

BA

COLLECTIO^DISTRICT.IAIIIL

FIRST

beyond

cannot

For psrtlcnlars enqalreef
JOHN C. PBOCTOE

IATERAAL REVEAIE

taining pateut*.
AH necessity ot a journey to Washington, to procure a patent, and the usual great delay tbsrs, are
here saved inventor*.

hir*

7

oeBBtf

profes-lonal
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V. S. Patent OlMre,
(under tht Act q/' 1837.)
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R. H. EDDY,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,
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BUSHELS
Extra
Cora.
Mealing
000 400 Bbto. 8 lose Mills

7

76 State Htreet, opposite Kilby Street,
B O S T ON

Shades,

TO
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milE BEST BRAN-DR nf W~.t—_ ...-JL » amilr FLOUR no always be foaadai 173 CM(rasa street, at fkir prices—for sale by
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland, Dec. 10.1M.
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American and
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CLOTS ft WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Banners. Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,
EXECUTED

W

Flour, Flour.

12.809
8.862
9,660

jan2cod3w

POET LAX D. Mr.

MB.

■

200 Hbla.

Foraaie by

Vo. 186 Fore St. held of Long Wharf,
Portland, Xniie*

No. 129 Commei'cial Street,

in time paper will be made of wood much
cheaper than it has ever been from rags.

A

iimm Seed sum! Mem Bed
HlJlw

Common wealth of XiimckHetto.
SurroLK ««.. Boston. Doe. 14, IMS.
Pwaoaally appeared Oeorga A. C urtis, I'readrst,
an. William II. Lathrop.
Heeretary of the above

THE

few short years. Neither am I satisfied at th
prospect of a border that five hundred thou:
and troops could not more than half man. No.
we will bear our own burdens and not b<
queatli them to our children. While I have •
corporal's guard to lead I will lead then
against the enemy of my country.
Mr. Editor, you are a writer. This is voi
business. Work, work—destroy this fatal a)
atliy—convince the faint-hearted of their hope
less folly,and root out the insidious,
poisonor
plants of disloyalty that are growiug up in tl.
shape of partisan opposition to the Goverit
inent.
Yours truly,
O. O. Howxhd, Brig. Gen. Vole.

jan18 8 w

AND WHOLESALE DKALKBS IX

JOIIX T. BOOBRR.

SaiTUr

At hiai New Storlg,
Ito*. • * 8
Silver StreeC

Are risks?
97,81289
Aomuut of cash received for premiums
on marine risks?
Amount of notes received for premiums
on Are risks?
Amouut of notes received for premiums
on marine risks?
Amouut of cash received for interest?
19310 91
Amouut of iucome received from all
other sources?
Amouut of Aie losses paid last year?
41,710 69
Amount of marine losses paid last year?
Amouut of dividend paid the last year ? 2 *.809 28
Amouut paid for expenses of office?
9.728 60
Amouut of other expenditures?
4,217 71
Amount received in cash for Are risks
not terminated ?
68,790 88
Amouut required to re-insure all outstanding risks? Impossible to determine.
Amount of premum uotes on risks not
terminated?
Amount of delinquent notes not charged to pro Ot and loss?
Highest rate of interest received? 8ix
per cent.
Highest rate of interest paid on money
borrowed? None.
How many shares of the capital stock
are pledged to the Compauy ?
None.
Balauce to credit of profit and loes aoeonnt?
4M40 96
Balance to debit of pro At and lose account ?
How many shares of the capital stock
are owns by the Compauy, or not subscribed for? None.
What amount of the capital consist# of
the stockholders'uotes? X ne.
(girned)
GEO A .CURTIS. PraaMsoft.
WM M i-ATHKoC, Secretary
(Signed)

JOHN W.
,

General

Jsnusry 1st,

BALB BT—

C'HAS. W.

and mjvnrallv made oath that the above
•tateiuent, hr them aabaoribed, la. ia their belief
true.
Before me,
Sau'l P. Hetwoou,
(Signed)
Justice of the Peace.

Const of Rxelwafo 8trset.

Flour, Provisions

0BOCEBI10,

—FOB

Company

at

LORIMG’fl DRUG

do.

|* fyThe

81.

GOODS,

Cottons and

#

Davis has been with Union men,
hear lees of treason tlinii

90.

English IPrints,

SEALED

*

1M

-HAVE-

Newport.

zw Hen of secession proclivities complain
vigor with which the government has
dealt with persons justly suspected of treason.
In our opinion the fault of the government lias
been in its lenity and not in Ks vigor. Had it
been half a« rigorous with traitors as Jeff-.

29.

of the

From Fortress Monroe—Severe Storm.
Fortress Monroe, Jan. SO.
A heavy storm of wind has been raging
here all day from the northeast. Quite a
fleet of schooners lay at anchor below the
fort till the storm became so severe they could
endure it no longer. Atone o'clock they up
anchor, and in one hour about seventy-Uve
schooners passed the guard boat up the Iioads

FAMILY

on

Middle Street

m

notice

cuffs in the

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 21.
at 7 o'clock.
The floor

Bl'TfEK.
l.AUD
76 Bnahela BEANS.
100 Bb*. FLOL'U (different grade.,;
Together with a good aaaortment of

2,000 SEU>
Western Meat BEEF,

Company? (Unclaimed dividends ]
26. Amouut of cash received for premiums

-AT 8TORE-

A MECHANIC.

met

7.600 1114
6.900 140

Company? None.
Amouut of cash on hand?
Am't of cash in hands ot agents?
Amount loaned on mortgage of real ettale?
Amouot loaned on collateral?
Amount loaned without collateral ?
Amount of all other investments?
Amount of premium notes on risks terminated?
Amount of borrowed money
.specify lag
collaterals given for the same?
Amount of losses due aud unpaid?
Amount of losses clairaedand unpaid?
Amount of losses reported upon which
the liability of the Company is not determined ?
Amount of all other claims against the

16.

GOULD, 74 Riddle SI.,

ROSES

of

the Southerners were making preparations for
rebellion. If Buchanan had been in favor of
preserving the Union, he might have prevent-

nob.

of the chamber and lower lobbies were packed
by persons not members. The upjOr galleries
were locked.
Hundreds were not able to gain
admittance. The closing of the doors was
an outrage,
and in reply to
denounced
queries on the subject, the "clerk stated that it
was done by the keejier of the
capitol, who is
appointed by the trustees, not by the legislature.
Alter a short but excitable discussion
on the closing of the doors, the assembly adjourned to twelve o'clock to-inorrow. Soon
after the adjournment the gallery doors were
smashed in, and the crowd rushed ill.

the town for support,
price of provisions.

the high
Now please tell him, through your paper,
that the high prices are not owing to Lincoln's
Administration, but to the war which the
rebels forced on the United States. If any
party was to blame, it was the Buchanan party.
It is a well known fact that for three months
previous to Buchanan's going out of office,

New Haven to-

10.000 128

Ac.

60 Tuba
60 »

13,000
18,700 00
15. Cash value of real estate owned by the

PLea.1 Estate,
INVESTMENTS !

Illinois Coupon Bonds. 18«9.112

To the Editors of the Press:

by

Apple*, Flour,

f;rw \ BBLS BALDWIN APPLES
•HJU 4,00) Lba. DHIED APPLE#

48,160 48,160 00

....

Canton Company.
American Gold.
United States demand
United States 6’s 1681 registered,. 96
United States 6's 1881 coupous,. 96 J

DAWA a CO.

jan 14 i-dielm

_

d. r23 3m

York Central,..
Pacific Mail..7.166
Cumberland preferred,.

-ALSO-

PICKLED HEBKI.M,.

OOOBbla

32.400
41,182 00
14. Amount of railroad bouds? State am't
of each kind, and par value and market vain# of each.
par value, market val.
Western R. R. Co.
Bonds,6 per ct, 1875 1000 10.000 110 11.000
Ogdensburg, 7 per ct, 1000 3.000 90 *2.700

-ALSO-

ENGLISH ALE ON

-ALSO,—

8,000 1294 10,880

Boston k Providence
100 shares.
100
Fitchburg. 75 shares, 100
Western, 89 shares,
100

RESTAURANT.

HEnmuxe.

4.000 Boxea Extra Sealed.
1.200
Extra Large Sealed.
•*
No. 1.
1JWU
SUITABLE FOR CITY OR COF1TTR T TRADE,

1,940 00

par value, market val.

Boston k Worcester
R. R. Co,80 shares. 100

CABSLEY, See'p.

BOXES “agdalm,
suitable for Went IndlP market

2
000
me,V/V/V/

18. Amount of railroad stocks? gtate ain’t
of each kind, and par value aud market value ot each.

ME W YORK AMD TIRdlHIA

Michigan Central,.
T/easury 7 3-10ths..

Newr

.January

Mirniie

7,798,889

fremont,

SAVAGE,

T. M

MERCHANDISE.

7.798,888

976—81,940

45.000

Wholesale Commission Business,

—

Question for Discussion.
RttoIrrA, That the dietatet of coDaoienee depend
upon education.
Per order of Committee.

12. Amount of bank stocks? State amount
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
par value, market val.
Elliot Bank,400 shares, Inn 4 MJ00 100 40,000
M
Boylston, 40
100 4.000 114 4.660
State.
80
60 4.800 66 6.280
100 2,000 116 2.320
Exchange 20
"
40
100 4.000 114 4.660
Biackstone. 36
100 8.500 100 8,600
7
Eagle,
100
700 108
766
Uranite.
67
100 6.700 108 6.166
80
Howard,
100 8.000 100 8,000
91
Maverick,
Wo 9. W0 W0 9,lu0
100
North,
100 10,000 93 9.800
"
60
Atlantic.
100 6,000 83 4,160
Bank of Commerce.
76 shares,
100 7.600 W21 7.687
North America. 90 "
100 9.000 108 9.270
B'k of Republic.50 **
lou ft. (Mm
a uno

AT 33 1-2 COMMERCIAL STREET.

Stock Market*
New York. Jan. 21.
Second Board.
Active and better, and closed
strong.
Chicago & Hook Island. 9*»j

v

Public .RKitfrmto.

#200,000
300,000

11. Amount of State stocks? State amount
of each kind.and par value aud market
value of each.
J>. v.persh. m v persh.
Mass.six per cent 180*
aud 1888
1« 00—6,000 10*0—8,640
City of Boston 6 per
cent 1867,
1000 20,000 1080 21,600
City of Boston 6 per
cent 1877
1000 7,000 1130 7,910
City of Salem 6 per
cent 1882 and 1887,1000 10,000 1000 10,000

Stamp*.

for the transact ion of

m

of thia Aaeoeiation M
Dbbatrb will be held Thure2*’ *’ 7* o cloc'' '■

J,n

J“l®

incorporated

81000—2000

NOTICE.

Wnnl—firm and artiro

NEW YORK LEGISLATERE.

2It DlV.,2l) CORPS, I
llEAltqt
Near Falmouth, Va., Jan. 1, 18*13.
J
To the Editor of the .Vetc York Time*:
The critical state ol our Government, just at
this juncture, has induced me to risk living
misinterpreted, and set before you some of the
feelings and thoughts of an officer in the Held,
who yearns for the welfare of his country.
Sometimes I hear, “there Is apathy at home
amongst a large class j” then, "that the disloyal are gaining over to themselves this apathetic classthat “very many even rejoice at our
failures;” that “thousands are crying for
‘peace’ ‘peace’ at all events.” What does all
this mean ? What docs it |iortend ? I liave left
my precious family and offered myself to my
country; gone to the threatened points,breasted tlte storm,and thrown every obstruction I
could in tile way of the enemy, and am still
him hut. whnf hofiti ir if th*>ro i« tm
support from home; if there is nothing but indifference or open
opposition there ? Why
struggle on and wet tilts soil with our blood
if there is no love of country among our people? Let the enemy come in like a whirlwind.
Let the cities of Philadelphia and New York
be turned over to pillage. Let all the horrors
of a desolating war sweep over the thickly pop
■dated districts of the Western and Middin
States, then perhaps, by-and-by, our good people will wake up to a sense of their sinlul selfishness and folly. Peace! There is no peace.
God will not give ns peace till we conquer if.
We may change the theatre of the war, but
we can nave no peace, short of the destructiow
of our country.
From infancy I have been taught to love my
country and to love freedom. At times 1 have
been able to apologize for
Slavery, but hava
always felt that it was a blot upon us. Now
must I sacrifice my
country to save Slavery i
The rebels might have enjoyed their
darling
institution awhile longer, but they would no*,
it
have
so; they might still, perhaps, preserv

ufacture of patent

1. W. UIUIVGER.

d3m

Jan7

bags.

Erevented

of the gallant
who bears the scars of battle
in

Insurance,

—

General Talcott lias had a
long consultation witli Gov. Seymour, relative
to State military affairs.
Squads and companies of volunteers throughout tile State are to
lie brought to camp at Staten Island, and consolidated into regiments. The time ol the 38
regitueuls of New York troops expire in May,
June and July, and the Governor is in favor
of allowing them to return, aiid then inducing
them to revolunteer. The matter, however,
is still in abeyance. In the meantime every
exertion Is to be made to save the credit of
the Slate, by sending enough rneu to the Held
to avoid a draft.
A Washington letter says material facts in
in the case of Gen. Stone will soon be published. The evidence against him is of a circumstantial character, going to show that ha
was friendly towards tiie rebels, and became
their mail carrier. But alter all this may have
been merely a kind disposition to oblige.
A Washington letter says rumors reached
here from Falmouth that Gen. John Cochrane
a movement designed by General
iurnside, a week or ten days since, by representations made here.
Gen. Franklin, in
whose grand division he is, intends to have
notice
taken
of
such
an unmilitary
proper
step, yet it may be idle cauip gossip.

ARTERH

Fire.—About 10 o'clock last evening, the
shed at the foot of Brattle street, owned by
Mr. D. M. Walker, and occupied for the man-

contents, the active and efficient efforts of the

of our State,

Fire and Life

that may be wanted.

firm.
Molasses—New Orleans active and firm; old crop
at 33 ® 40; Barbados's 40.
Freights to Liverpool a shade firmer; cotton
nominal; flour 2s; grain 7 ® 7}d for wheat in ships’

Quartermaster

one

upon his own person, appeared
York Times of Friday last;

cakes, apples, Ac., and sent them off with
cheers and good wishes. Preparations had
been made in Boston to give the soldiers a
good reception on their arrival in that city.

nsanantaJ

day, aged

A Maine General on the War.

Departtbe or the 7th.—About 300 members ol the 7th Maine Regiment left for Boston in a special train of cars at quarter past 10
o’clock yesterday forenoon. The delay in
starting was occasioned by paying the men a
portion of their dues yesterday morning—the
pay rolls not being ready the previous day.
At th( P. 8. A P. depot there was a large
collection of people, both men and women,
and they treated the soldiers to hot coffee,

Apomon

New

Grant Thomburn died

so

sons

Long Wharf,

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

Coffee—quiet and

AFFAIRS.

Movement of Gen. Burnside Prevented
Gen. Cochrane.

Federal

Operations in North Carolina.
New York, Jan. 21.

The following letter, from

name of the Company.
Eliot
Fire Insurance Company.
Where located? Boston.
When
? February 16,1849.
Amount of Capital?
Amount of Capital actually paid in?
Number of shares, and par value of
each? 4000—860.
7. Amount of fire risks outstanding?
8. Amount of marine risks
outstanding?
9. Total amount of outstanding risks?
10. Amount of United States stock or treanotes
owned
the
sury
by
Company?
State amount of each kind, aud par value and market value of each.
United
States Five per cent. 1865, p. v. per sh.

2.
8.
4.
6.
6.

The uadersigned has removed his Office to

Marine,

Th*

“<■'«■*

KX* AXD

Ubrary'tuft

V

1. State the

A

dence

afforded of the eminent talents of the lecturer

STORE,

Removal!
Ho. 166 Fore St., head of

Comp’y,

BOSTON,

*£?■•**

,

4K,©

ON THE FIRST DAY OF
NOVEMBER, 1883.

FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps foreale at
Flour—State and Western a vhade firmer; sales ;
19,600 barrels; Superfine State 6 35 % 6 55; Extra do. !
my office, No. 92 Commercial street; and the
7
Round
Ohio
ct
00;
7
25
7
35; Superfine
public will be expected to use them on and alter thia
75®
lloop
Western 6 40 ® 6 65; Extra do. 690 i® 7 25: Southern
date, (January 1, 1863.)
a shade firmer;
When sold In sums less than one dollar,
Mixed to good 7 10 oj 7 65; Fancy
payment
and Extra 7 76 ® 9 00; Canada 6c better; Extra 6 95
required in Postal Currency.
35.
®8
Office Hocks—9 to 12$ A. M.; 2 to 4$ p. M.
Wheat—1 cent better; Chicago spring 1 3*J ® 1 55:
NATH’L J. MILLF.K. Collector
Milwaukee club 1 46 ® 1 51; Amber Iowa 1 62 -% 1 66;
1st District .State of Maine.
janl2 dtf
Winter Red Western 166^160; Amber Michigau
1 60 ® 1 62; White Michigm-i choice 1 79.
Corn—lc better; Mixed Western sound 86® 86;
Copartnership Notice.
do do unsouud 78 £.84}; Yellow Western 86 in store.
rPHE undersigned have this day formed a CopartBeef—steady.
X uership under the style of
Pork—without material change; Mess 14 82 ® 14 75.
Sugars—quiet and firm.

Mr. Foster moved to strike out the provision
for two additional Judges. Agreed to, yeas
21, nays 17. The bill passed, yeas 2d, nays 15.
Mr. Hale offered a resolution that Cornelius
Vanderbilt, Com. V’au Brunt and Cbas. U.
Uaswell, who tilted out the transports of the
Banks expedition, are guilty of negligence iu
the discharge of the duty assigned them, and
that the commission extorted by T. J. Southard was in express violation of the agreement
made by him, and should be at once refunded
to the Government.
Laid over.

MILITARY

OF

13 A 15 Exchange Street.

6

come

Veaael Burnt.
New York, Jan. 21.
The schooner Sarah Starr was (turned las*
a
of
with
1500
barrels of kerosene
night,
cargo
oil, valued at $30,000.

time or room for comment, further
than to say, that no better proof could he

be on Are.

Cotton—firmer;

Eliot Fire Insurance

J«n9 islw

New York. Jan. 21.
® 76} for mid-

dling uplands.

Adopted.

YORK

ALLEN’S FRUIT

sales 800 hales at 76

W. C. .H. AMMoriation.

—Of TUX—

New York Market.

The Treason of (Jen. Stone.

Later from Mexico.
New York, Jan. 21.
Mexican advices of Dec. 21 have been received. The French had not yet advanced
against Pueb'.a. The garrison of Puebla now
numbers 25,000 men.

no

than the (act that for

with amendments.
Mr. Wilson of Mass., from the Committee
on Military Affairs, reported back the bill to
promote tlie efficiency of the engineer corps
and ordnance department.
The bill to reorganize the Court of Claims
was taken up.
Mr. Foster’s motion to table it was rejected
—18 against 20.
Mr. Grimes’ substitute, repealing the original act, was rejected—11 against 25.
A lengthy debate eusued upon the bill.
Mr. Hale offered an amendment, that no
mouey shall be paid out of the Treasury under
the judgement of the Court of Claims until
an offer of the appropriation shall .be estimated for by the Secretary of the Treasury.—

EN T ERT AIXM E N T8.

RETURN

-AT-

Philadelphia, Jan. 21.
Gov. Cannon of Delaware, was inaugurated
yesterday. The inaugural expresses strong
Union and emancipation sentiments, and
favors an active prosecution of the war.

was

10,000 Oranges,

Only 20 Cents per Dozen!

Inauguration of Got. Cannon of Delaware.

adopted.
Mr. Hale, trom the Naval Committee, reported back the bill to amend the act estal)lishing the grade of liue officers in the Navy
sus

j

INSURANCE._

for

From the Army of the Potomac—Great Activity in the Rebel Camp.
Falmouth, Va., Jan. 20.
During Saturday and Sunday nights the
rebels were actively engaged in massing their
artillery and infantry opposite the fords on the
Rappahannock above Falmouth. They are
also engaged id* constructing and extending new lines of rifle pit* and redoubts for artillery un the rif%r.
The weather Is cool and clear.
The roads
are very hard and everything favorable for active operations.
The health of the army is
A large number of sick have been regood.
moved to the hospitals at Aquia Creek,

Garibaldi and Italt.—The City Hall
has seldom bean more densely Riled than it
was last evening, responsive to the announcement

presented.

Mr. Sumner presented a memorial of the
merchants of Boston, asking for a drawback
on gunpowder made from imported saltpetre,
when the same is exported.
A joint resolution for printing the 8th Cen-

NEW

citement.

Richard Doaovon.1st.Renewal.
do
George H. Dorr,.2nd.
do
John J. Linoomb..1st.
H.E. Parker,.2nd.1st issue.
do
Jonathan Ptukbun,.2nd.
Renewal.
WUIInm R. Rolx.1st.
do
W. Hudson,.1st.

coarse was

over

SENATE.

The credentials of Mr. Wall of N. J. were
presented, and he will he sworn in.
The credentials of Mr. Sumner, re-elected,
were

MISCELLANEOUS.

Killed and Wounded at Murfreesboro*.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 21.
At the late battle near Murfreesboro*, the
Federals lost 1474 killed, #813 wounded, and
2000 prisoners.
The rebel cavalry have left Ilarpeth Shoals
for Franklin.

Adjourned.

from Washington say that
four refugees from Richmond arrived to-day,
having left that city on the 12th lust. Cn
their way from Richmond they saw only rebel
pickets this side ol Hanover Court House,
until they reached the lower Rappahannock.
There was much excitement in Richmond,
owing to reports of immense federal forces in
North Carolina. Anderson's rebel division of
Jackson’s corps passed through Richmond
southward, which fact added much to the ex-

....

Goerge Sttipbon,.2nd.

Refugees—Excitement

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Jan. 21.

Special dispatches

....

PILOTS.

of

Daily Press.

The House tabled Mr. Maynard's appeal of
yesterday from the decisiou ol the Chair—82
against 36.
Mr. Washburne moved a reconsideration of
the vote, by which Mr. Vaudever was declared not entitled to a seal.
Mr. Cox moved to table the motion—disagreed to, 50 against 73.
Mr. Stevens moved a postponement of the
motion till August—disagreed, 36 against 105.
The vote was reconsidered—70 against 64.
Alter a debate the House voted to postpone
the resolution to the 3d of March.
The House concurred in all the Senate's
amendments to the Military Academy bill.
The House then went into a, Committee of
the Whole for general debate.
Mr. Harding inveighed against the emancipation proclamation as unconstitutional, and
as unitiug the South more tlrtuly.

.t.:n

Engineers

Portland

Adjourned.

brought up on a bastardy
against him by Mary Conley,
complaint
and was ordered to recoguize in the sum of
8300, with sureties, for his appearance at the
April term of the 8. J. Court, then and there
to answer to tbe tame. J. O'Donnell, Esq.,
for Complainant.
The Times dispatch says Mr. Bouligny, in
On Tuesday there was a similar case before i
the New Orleans election cases, to-day slated
the Court; Catherine. Connelly vs. Thomas
before the House Committee on Elections,that
Kennedy. The defendant was ordered to re- he was notified by Gen. Butler, after he decognize in the sum of $300, with sureties, for clared himself a candidate for Congress, not
to run against Mr. Flanders, as he wanted Mr.
bis appearance at the April term of 8. J.
Flanders elected. Mr. Bouligny states that
Court. J. O'Douncll, Esq., for Complainant.
the military law was rigidly exercised in that
Wm. Conley

BY TELEGRAPH.
TO THE

-•«.-

_

The Storm in New York.
New York, Jan. 21.
The gale from the northeast to-night is very
severe.
No damage has yet been reported.
The Norwich and other steamers left at the
usual hour. The steamer Creole sailed for
New Orleans to-day but probably anchored
below.
Midnight—The gale still continues very high
with light rain.

a Sanaa

..

manttoned,

f-tnssoaaJ Asm

ssseA fl
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*ATA'L J MILLS*.
Collector of the Pint Collectloo DMrM la tha Mat*
of Maine.
Fortlaud. Jan 10th. MMJeall dm

WOODMAN. TRUE * CO,
Importer*and Phohali Doalon la

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,
mmcmui wi Mms »r cumw.
Nan. 94 aid SC Middle Street, PertMwS.
See. W. Woodman,
Alfred Woodman,
Balk B. Horaer.
Charlie Sailer.
anghvthwtf
_

__

ASmal HrrtlBfof the Stoekheldrca ta the

Martina
Mj/xe ixscBAxee compahy win
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held at the other of thr Company, la Auftuta.
Annuel

ha

oft
Wadnoodar. thr »h day of Janaary infant, at taft
o’clock A. M .lhr the choice ot olirn,and tha Mama-,
action of nny other btnlaaa that may IOf oily cedhh
before themBy order of the Director,
J H WILLIAMS. Secretary.
Auau'ta, Jaa. », 1SM.

_JaaMtd

THROUGH TICKET*
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and to,11 part,of
the WEST end SOUTH end NORTH WEST, tie all
tha mart papular room dnd at tho Meert helm
W. D LITTLE, Agent.
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STEAMBOATS._

POETRY._

Portland and Slew VorkSmncrii

All Tlpsey But Me!
TRANSLATED FROM TUB GERMAN.

SEMI-WEEKLY

Out of the tavern I've just stepped to-night;
Street! you’re naught in a very bad plight;
Right hand and left hand are both out of place,
Street! you are drunk; ’tis a very clear case.

Shippers
requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 8 P. M., on tbe day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
FMKJKY & FOX, Browirs Wharf, Portland.
B. CROMWELL & CO., No. 86 West Street,
New Y'ork.
Dec. 6. 182.
are
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OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S
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English newspaper
of the 30th tilt. Except the name of the city
and the date, there is nothing which could by
any possibility remind us of Fredericksburg:
New Yokk, 13th (Morning.)—The main
body of Abbott's army crossed Valeneienne
yesterday, and occupied the south side of the
river and Fredericksburg. The Confederates

have

two strong lines of batteries, the first one
mile in re re of Fredericksburg, and the second two miles in rere ol the city. The Confederates opened fire yesterday morning from
their first line of batteries, upon the Federals
who were iu Fredericksburg, and not those
crossing the river; but the Federal batteries
along the banks of the river silenced their firing after half an hour. The Confederates have
concentrated their forces, and it U supposed
that unless the Confederate* retreat a decisive
bailie will be fought to-day. Cyrus it marching to join Abiaitt, and it is stiupnicd has
reached bis de*tii<atiou. The Federal losses
have been very slight.
There is evidently something wrong here,
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Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical !
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
:

1

is contained in their Nostrums, so that the "usual
fee" may be obtained lor
curing, or "the
dollar" or "fraction of it" may be obtained for the
Nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived also.and
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments with

professedly

Philadelphia, Oct. 17, 1862.
j quackery.
injuries received in my right eye, when a
DR L DIX 8
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
Communications sa*
are very mmlerate.
chargesconfidential,
and all may rely on him with the
consequence of which 1 suffered constant martyrcredly
dom.
Every momeut of my waking life was embit- j strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, roartered, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night. ;
•
ried or single.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with- I
Medicines sent by Mail and Expres* to all parts of
From

out

and I entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken oat of its socket, in
the hope of thus tiudiug relief.
success,

meantime, most providei.. ally, I noticed
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHAKD’8 EYE WATER. 1 bad never heard of it before, hut determined to try it. ami did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
irritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
light, ami went forth to the enjoymeut of a new life.
I now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
my eye s»»em* at all disposed to annoy me, I give It a
In the

:

dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be
out it for any amount of money. I take

with-

occasion

to

say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye*, and
she has found Poor Richard’s Eye Water

a

sov-

OTeign specific

in her case, giv ing her almost instant
tiratefbl to (iod for the benefit that I have

relief,

personally received.

I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.
P

8.

HENSON.

a

similar

Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisEyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness.

truly

eased

a

Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred disease*. It I* passed into

by a small glass tube, which, together with
Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores iu this city. Prick 25 cents per Bottle.

the

I treatment of ail female
His medicine* are prepared with the express pur*
pose of removing all dlWra-es, such as debility. Weakenlargement* of the
ues*. unnatural
womb. also, all discharges which flow from a morbid
I he Doctor D bow fully
state of the blood
do treat in his
le, both medically ana *uri gicallv. all diseases of trie female sex, and they are
! respectfully invited to call at

complaint*

j

suppression*,

j

ear

the

Tube* 6 Cent*.
II. II HAY and W. F. PIIILLIPS, Wholesale
Agent*.
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
uovl3 dfliu
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

prepared

peculiarity

No. *21 Endicott Street, Ronton.
|

All letters n*quiring advice must coutaiu
lar to ensure an auswer.
Boston, Jan. 1. 18*>3.

character

Poor Richards Eye and Ear Water
Is

mo THE LADIEM. Hie celebiatcd DH L
A
DIX particularly iavltes all ladies w ho imil
Medical or Surgical adv iser, to call at hi* Rooniajlo.
which lb*v will
21 Endicott street. Boston. Mass
find arranged tor their special accommodation*
1>r. DIX having devoted over twenty y ears to this
particular branch of the treatment of all disease* peculiarto females, it is now conceded by all both in
this country and in Europe) that be exert* alt other
know n practitioner* in the safe, speedy and effectual

1

Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1480 Poplar St., Philmlelpkia.

jy Numerous certificate* of
might be furnished.

I the United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix. No.21 Eudicott street,Boston,
Mass
lv
Boston, Jan 1, l*»t»8
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$20.

purrpiIE MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have
A chased from the Hannibal k St. Joseph Railroad

a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have diviiwd their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of ff20 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by callingon
EDWARD SHAW, A«rat,
102 Middle Street, Portland.

Company

dtf
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LOST:
Saturday evening, between South and India
streets, ou Free or Middle, a Port-monnaie containing a sum of money. The finder will be well
Jau 12—lw*
rewarded by leaving it at this office.
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tW State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD S MAG---Mi-linn

IBMUniK MATHISES.

Eelfflk Urtliral Intlrmarv.

RAILROAD*

TO

theTadies.

pr.

tAoa

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.
BOYXTOX,

Electropathie Physician

GRANS TRUNK RAILWAY.

DISEASES OF TIIE ETE AXD EAR.
Dr Boynton', opernriona and cures on theae deli
cute orgous hure been mat successful, and
many of
them of u remarkable ebaructer. Dr. B. having teated the advantages of Klectrieitr for the
post fifteen
years, upon thousand, of patient, in
and other cities of llie United State*, is
prepared to
trea1 all disease* of whaterer uaturr with uurinllrd
aacresa.
The following are among the diseases which
Dr. II baa been emiuentlv aacresaftil In
treating:
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, diseme* ol
the throat, ulceration, asthma,
diseases of
bronchitis,
the lungs in all their forma, gravel in all ita
forma,
diseases of urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
the urine, dropsy, blindness, amaurosis,
cataract,
scrofulous-ophthalmia, ulcers of long standing, mercurial sores, tumors, aero ruin In ail ita forma, cancer,
disaea of the skin, canker, pile*, hemorrhoids. liver
dyspepsia, dtaeaaea of the
kidneys, stone, he., all spinal dtaeaaea. curvature*,
hip diaeaaea. sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism ia all It*
forms, deafness, muscular, contraction, whito swelling*. ail uterine weaknesses, lencorrhcaa, floor aikau,
whiles, fits. To the above might be added a long Hat
of diai-ases which Dr B. has treated with canal sac
cesa.
All FEMALE COMPLAINTS treated with
success, care mud strict attention.
D. B. has many testimonials of important recoveries under his treatment, which can be seen
by calling
on bim at hla rooms.

on

per
No fire wood will be eonveved betweenOctober 1st,
1*22. and May 1st. 18*3.
An advance in the rate* of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of change* In the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
arc about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain place* on the lino, so
that should any parties make contracts fbr fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they wilido so at their own
risk', aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rate* of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

Philadelphia

erysipelas,

summer.

C. J. BHYD(iE8, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1862.
a6dtf

mm THROUGH TICKETS
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cletnland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crobbk. St. Louie,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOITH OR NORTH WEST,

To

BY TUB

ERIE

and

rollon for

trout

Niagara Fallb.

This road i* broad ouaob and is
New and splendid bleeping Car*.

Aniplaint.

t VDr. Boynton, haring full in,fraction them Dr.
pcwemliap and ndimmtttrrimf the SiOridt, or ErltitcratlUf tint, la now read* to
administer this Gas to those who may wish to inhale
It for the care of Heuralgia, Diseased Lung*. Ac.

RAHWAY.

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

Barf eon.

Ifo. 369 ( oigrcM Street, PorllaU, He.
Where be will treat all clam* of Dtoeatefl
br application of Kleetiicitf and the moat
approved remedies.

l«t, IWto Mar l»t. 1<W3, the
of freight
all description* of lumber
FROM November
and timber will be advanced 26
cent.

J

sad

IMIDIIICK AND OFFICE

Notice to Wood and Lumber flierchants.
_

SPECIAL AILMKHT8 AND SITUATIONS,
Iucident to Married and Single Indies;
8KCKET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial A fleetio *; Eruption* and all Disease* of
the Skin ; Ulcers of the Note, hroat and Body; Pimples on t ho Face; Swelling* of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses iu youth,

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the’ignoranco of the Quack Doctor,knowof
the
hummi
are
more
system
imporing no other remedy, be relies upon Mercury, and
T^TO Organs
gives it to all his pat nuts in pills, diops, Ac., so the
tant to health and comfort than the Eye and
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his soor
and
none
are
less
understood
more
Ear.
yet
negcalled Extracts, Specific. Antidote, Ac., both rclviug
lected. They seem to pa** even common observation, I upon it* effect* in curing a few iu a hundred, it is
trumpeted in various ways throughout the laud: but
and yet every part of the body is dependent upon
| a I. as ! nothing is said oft be balance: some of whom
them for lil'e and health.
! die, others grow worse, aud are left to liugerand suffer for months or years. until relieved or cured, if
Poor Rli lmrd'. Eye and Ear Water
possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACK8 ARE NOT IGNORANT.* <
Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderful in its operation*, putting to blush the old systems
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quark doctors and nostrum makers,yet, regardof treatment, which have quite a* often done harm
less of the life and health of others, there are those
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. I*. 8. !
among them who will even perjure themselves, conHenson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church, ! tindicting giving mercury to their patient.-, or that it

LARD OIL.

usually kept la

DK.

rate*

WATER!

KEROMEXE OIL,
And all other article*
Paint establishment

AaaASGixirr.
HUGHES particular It Invites all Indies who
need a medical adviser, to call al hia rooms. Ho.
°n »l,<1 *Ber Moan at. Mav 6. 1M3,
B^E3®#train* will leave Portland for Lewiston I i Temple Street, which they will gad arranged for
their
and I aiiniiigton via Brunswick, at 1 P M
accommodation.
especial
II.'• Eclectic Renovating Medicines are aartvalI^eave Karmington for l.«-w t«tou. Bath and Port- I
led in efficacy and superior virtue iu
land. via Brunswick, at 8 16 A. M
regulating all
r <-male Irregularities
Leave Lewi*io?i for Hath and Portland via BrunsTheir action is specific and
wick at 11 46 A M
relief la a abort time
producing
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obFreight trains daily between Portland and Lewieton
struction# after all other remedies have been tried ia
rain.
It ia purely rentable, coataiuing nothing la
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
the least injurious to the health, and nwy be
Staff* leave* Strickland* Ferry Tueedave. Thurswith perfect safety at ail time*.
day* and Saturday*, for Livermore, C anton, Peru
Scat to any part of the country with full direction,,
at.d Dix field: returning opposite duvs.
f>K HUGHES,
by addressing
Stage leaves North Jay for Fast IHxfield. Dixfleld,
Ko.fi
Tempi# Street, corner of Middle, l'urtiaad.
and Weld, oa Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
N. B.—LADIES deairing may consult one of their
Stage leavf>s Farmington .or New Vineyard. New I own sex. A
lady of experience in constant attendPortland and Kingfleld, on Wednesday* and Saturance.
jnlldnwtfS
day*. returning on Monday* and Fridays.
Stag#** leave Farmington daily, for Strong. Aron
and Phillips
Passenger* lor this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kentieh#*c k PortDR. H. J.
land Depots, in Portland
S. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmington May 6. 1*3.
junr23dtf
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VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND DYE-STUFFS,

□BBE

blooming, *ofl aud healthy skin and
WE

Iliram,

ANDROSCCM.t.lN

Their effect* and consequence*;

MATTISON’8 INDIAN EM MEN AGOG I'E.

EYE 8r EAR

■

2Jo$8j [Cloves.35

other wines,

j

J

Buckw’t FPrplb
a 8ft
drain.
linger, (Race)_30 (a32
Duty: Com and Oat mV*.
(Africa) .80 a«2
Rye and Rartey 16c. and Mace.83 (£90
wheat 30c p hu. From .Nutmegs.93 a96
Rr. PmrinceMfree.
Tepper. 27 a2H
Rre.96»1 00> IMmento .23 a25
flats.66 a 6#
Seed*.
South Yel. Corn. .89 ,«92 Duty: Linseed 18c
Corn. Mixed.8# a9#
Canary #1 f> hu., MutBarley.90*1 10• tard 3c |> lb.
Short* p toil. .,.|23 «|J6 Herds lira**,
*2} *3
Fine Feed
27
Westeru Clover!.. Ilea 12
(•rindstaars.
Red Top.IS a 3}
3 a
Thtty: Rough—free.
! Linseed.
Rough, p ton.
£2»«26 Canary .SJo, 4
Dressed .86a40
Kagar.
Ctaaaowdrr.
Duty \fetado2c.nof)nhore
Thtty Vtihted at te$n than Xo 12 2}C, ahnre Xo 12
%* P lh 6c. over 20c ftc
and not ahnre \b %c,at>ot
p Ih and 30 pc ad rat
So. 16 and not ahnre 20
*4* a: 6
|ll**ting
Sic. at*»re Xo. 20 and reRifle and Sporting 6; a, 7J)
lined 4c f* tb
Hav*
Portland A
91 a?
pr»>-.«'d p net T t!4 -alfl
do.
A A.10} a,
Loom... ,16 «in
do.
Yellow.
ut»ne.
VII4e« and Skins.
F.xtra Yellow..... none.
'id
r*i/.
10
10|.all
Muscovado....
Thtty
pc
80 a 81I
It A Hides
do
in bond.HI a9
31 « 22l Havana Brown
Western
101(412)
do
White
daughter lilies
12falSi
Calf Skins .ll aJS New Orleans.11 .-S’13}
Calcutta Cow—
Crushed.1-f ? a 15*
190*2 l*10.ranulat«*d.14} a 15f
slaughtered
(ireen Salt
1 #6 a 2'Ml> Powdered.14} a 161
Sheep Pelts, 4ir’nftO*’ •! jI Twllww.
Sheep Pelts, Dry 76»%1 00VDuty Tallcoo 1 |*c. Soap

a*

physician

j

GOODS,

intoxicate

enclosing

■

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

or

not

Baldwin.

provided

noi

with

2b

dkw dm?

CT'rickeU sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

by

W. D. LITTLE, Agent,

tV You

can save

OJIcc 31 Exchange Street.
by securing ticket* at this

money

office.

dawtf

June 23.

DR. E. «. DOITED’S
RUST

FOR

THE WEARY.

F>in-”W'orna

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!
4

Patent

I

13.

ColtogW,

[

FANCY

Falls.

directly

Franklin, Me.

...

Sr

Fryebnrg, C on way, Denmark. Lovell, Hr id gt on.
kc kc.
At Buxton < eutre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle.
Houth Limiugton. Limiugton, Kc Kc.
At Saco Hiker, tri-weekly, for Hollis. Limerick,
Oseipee. New field. Par«on*tteid. Effingham I rt"lom.
Madioon. Eaton, Limiugton, Cornish. Porterj'Rc.
■••u
dan carpenter. Bap*t.

|dlff*

Kwhaigc

IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

TONIC

patients

7j

.*■
tuponvr
'| Spier..
Ohio extra—7 25.a7 60 Duty
(Unger /toot 5c,
famil.y..8 00 a8 60 Ground Ginger 8c, PepCanada super No.1. none.
and
pimento 12c,
per
StLouUFav Brand*#* u 10*
(lores 15c, Cassia loc,
Southern III. do do.#? *9*
Cassia finds 20c, (Innaj
Petapsco Family. Ufa til man 25c, Mare and Xut.4 d 4}
Rv« Flourrm»7* 80c 4> !b.
Corn Meal.4pa} 4i Cassia
lb.45 fa4~c

physicians,
Hospitals,

purpose,
bring on tire monthly sickness in cas«*s
DR. L. DIX'S
of obstructions; from any cause, and
after a*’jy »tber remedies of the kind
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
have be**., tried in vain,
21 Endicotl afreet, Holton,Mass.,
OVER 2000 BOITLE8 have now
1
Is so arranged that
never see or hear each
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without I other
Recollect, the OXLY entrance to his Office is
No. 21. having no connection with In* residence.couthe least injury to health in any case.
It it put up in bottles oi three
sequeutly uo family interruption, so that on no account can auy person hesitate applying at his office.
reut strengths, with Bill directions for using, and sent by express,
DR. DIX
to
all
of
the
parts
country.
closely settled,
bohlly asserts (and it cannot he contradicted,exsept
PHICES—Yull strength. $10; hail strength, 86;
bv Quacks, w ho will say or do any thing, even perjure
quarter strength, $3 per bottle.
themselves, to impose upon patients) that he
£gT /!F.MF. M flF.li— This tnmlirine is designed ex18 TitK OXLY RFOCI AR GRADUATE PHY8HIAX ADpressly for i>0stiuate cases, which all other remedies
YlbUTlMiao IX ROBT*'X.
of the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is warSIXTEEN YEARS
ranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be rtfuntied.
engaged in treatment of Special disease*, a fact so
rV~HE WAFF OF lit!TATIOXS None genuwell kuowu to many Citi/ens,Publishers, Merchants,
ine and warranted, uuless purchased
of Dr.
Hotel Proprietors. Ac., that he is much recommendM at his Is medial Institute for Special ldseasts,
ed, and particularly to
No. 28 I’uion street. Providence. R. I.
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
£ STThis Specialty mhraces all diseases of a priTo avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Narate nature, both of ME> and WOMEN, by a regtive Quarks, more numerous in Boston than other
ularly educated physician of tweuty years' practice,
large cite Mb
giving them his whole attention.
£ijr*('onsultatioii« by letter orotherwi*'- are strictDR. L. DIXf
Ik*
will
sent
medicine*
by express.
ly canfidential,%MH\
proudly refer* to Professors and respectable Physisecure from obserratitm, to all parts of the Uuitcd
cians—many of whom consult him in critical cases,
Mates. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
because ot hi* acknowledged skill and reputation, atw ishing for a secure and ouiet kktkkat, with good
tained through so long experience, practice aud obcare, until restored to healtn.
servation.
( ACTION.—It has been estimated that over two
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
hundred thoustntd dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
be not robbed aud add to your suffering* in being deoenejU to thoee who pay it. ah this oomea from
ceived l»y the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
trusting, without inquiry. to men who are alike despromise* and pi ©tensions of
titute of honor, character ami sk.II, and whose only I
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
recommendation is their ow n false and extravagant
who know little of the nature and character of Specassert it ms. In praise ol themsr/res. If, therefore*
ial
aud LK8* as to their cure. Some exhibit
diseases,
you would avoid being humbugged, take no mail's
which
word, on matter what his pret* nstems are, but
forged diplomas of iMtttatiOM Of
never
existed
in any part of the world: others exMAhE INQUIRYit will cost you nothing, and
hibit diplomas of tlie dead, how obtained, ui kuowu;
may save you many regrets; tor, as advertising phynot only amuinmg aud advertising in uames of those
sicians. in nine cases ou. of ten, arc bogus, there is
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless you know
tion
assume names of other most celebrated
who and what thev are.
cians long since dbad. Neither be decetrad by
one
ZfT‘ Dr. M. will send runic, bv
on
WODISEASES OI
above, a pamphlet
stamp as
quack nostrum
MEN, and on Private Distases generally, giving
through false certitffates and references, and recominformation, with the most undoubted references and
mendatious
of their medicines by the tieml. who cantestimonials, w ithout w hich no advertising
not expo*e or contradict them: or w ho, (resides, to
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AN Y COXI
further
their
imposition, copy from Medical books
FIDFXt F. WitA TF. VF.1t.
much that is written of the qualities and effects of
nr< Irders by mail promptly attended to. Write
herbs
and plants, and ascribe all the same
different
your address plainly, ami direct to Dll. MATT180N*. ;: to their
Pills. Extracts, specific*. Ac., most of which,
as above.
deed dawly 30
if not all,contain Mercury, because of the aucieut
I belief of its "curing even thing,” but now kuow u
to "kill more than l* cured," and those not killed,
POOR RICHARD'S
constitutionally injured lor tile.

oj

.7|%-

mixture

•

APOTHECARIES- GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS. BRACES.
ELASTIC STOCKINGS. Re.

Vtr ^ , °rl,“ld al 6
*nd 9 1& A. M and
M
I^eave Portland for Saco River at 3.00 A. M
and
2.00 aud 6.16 P. M
The 2 00 P. M tram oat, mud ths 8 16 A M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at 8 area rap pa dailv for .South Windham. Windham ( entry aud Great Fails.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, blandish.
Steep

8

icines.

Remedy

ntiisi, nnci in inucis rurrini,

orders:

the

few well known gentlemeu and physicians who
have tried the Wine
t.en. Winfield Seott.l SA. Dr Wilson. Ilth «t
NT.
Uov. Morgan. N Y State. Dr Ward. Newark, VJ.
Dr. J K < hiltou.N.Y.City. Dr Dougherty, Newark,
N. J.
Dr Parker. N. t City.
Dr*. Darcy R Nicboll.Sew- Dr Marry, New York.
Dr Paist. Philadelphia.
ark, X. J.
KWT None genuine without the signature of''ALFRED SPEER, Passaic, S. J.,*' is otertbe cork of
each bottle.
MAKE OXF TRIAL OF T Fir s' WISE.
For sale by Druggists aud all flr«t class dealer*.
A. SPEER. Proprietor.
Vi a ETA HD—Passaic. New Jersey.
OrricK—2U8 Itroadwuv. New York.
JOHN LA FOY. Paris.
Agent for France and Dermany.

1

TACTICSj

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN,

aae

This celebrated Female Medicine,
p>»s*e*sing virtues unknown of anything elof the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and sin- I and the more advanced at all ages, of
ute tad it s, and is the very best thing
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
know'll for the
as it will

■

Forrirtall,

tin* »«»a«on, should

a

FOR FEMALES.
DR.

a

complexion.

codftefiin26

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,
AND FANCY GOODS.

Sold in Portland by II. II. II AY,Druggist.
Supply*
ing A gout.
d<-c22dly
J*
| WML BE FORFEITED B1 Dl. Is.
M f I>| X if tailing to cure in less time than
any other physician, more effectually and permanently. with less restraint from occupation or fear of
exposure to all weather, with sate and pleasant med-

The Great Indian

|

and Mill* &

^OlfflK Dn and after Monday. November 10,
vMESHtraius will leave as follows, until further

organ*,

[Copyright secured.)

Army Regulations.

Again!

—

dec 10

—

BANFIELD,

s

Because it will

Bold by Druggists throughout the World
PRINCIPAL 8ALE8 OFFICE,

2.7jft

A.

f

contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
k. peculiar flavor, aid nutritive
j admin
properties, imparting a healthy tone to the digesthe

•*

y

FLOUR

D.

WK CUTTER * Y CUy: -Myhairtachanged
lU natural color, and gr .wingon bald -pot."
R«v J. If OMMRLL. * Y City
“I procured It
fora relative
rh. fal.iig of the hair -topped, and
re-t ired It from being grey to iu natural and >eaatiful color."
Rtv J WEST. Brooklyn, LI: “I will testify to
their value ia the m >.t liberal *en*e
They ha* »
rctored my hair where U waa bald, and, where
grey, to It* original color
tttv A WEBSTER, B ..ton, Mum
“I have naed
them with gr.‘\t effect
I aui now neither hold
nor grey
U U now
brittle
hair
and
wu
My
dry
•oft .** in vou:h."
Rir If V DEtlES, Bxton. Mm
That they promote the growth of the hair where baldne*. ia, I
have the evidence of my own eyee."

Logwood.l2]<a

"

varieties of IlKEAU
found in similar establishments; and he
hones, bv
close application to business, and an endeavor
to
please, to merit a share of patronage.

|

DliO

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,

successor to r.j. f-orrirtall

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

In

to

■

Washington Street Bakery,
where will be manufactured the

(Avtwowxy

tiv

..

out

£

MTS.,

-D KALIS fl-

Katlroad.

>

manufactured article, but is pure,
-in tie
tbe Portaga
gi ape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemist* and
medical
«j
phvsicians possessing
properties superior
to an\ other wine* in use. aud an excellent arttcle for
ait «<*ak and debilita ed perwms, and tbe aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and beuelittlug ladies
aud children.
A LADIES' WINE.

A

BUCK BEE.
r^Miurr Am-riemm ANi Uniam, If Y CVp.
**
writoa
I very rhe rfully add iny testimony to
that of nunMM'u friend* to the great va'ee of Mra.
8. A Alien • World • Hair Reetorer aad Zylobalaa-

I^«*ad.i...ll§

Kieharfl."^ &t

J.

Rtr C

3]

lnfor" hi" "« friend.
»“ absence of
twentyhas returned to his
native nlace and
Mr. Thom..
,n

o0OJ)FAU/L Y
quantities

CoftVvwtvKvw

2|

umlM’rtnnil

2 £

Is not

,.10^]o)

far
reac hing that the negroes mistook it for
the
dawn of the first of January, and ran offnorthward in crowds.
The destination of General Banks’
expedition remains a profound secret, but since it set
•ail it is surmised that it has
to
New Orgone
leans to arrest the “monster
Butler,” aud
bring him home iu chains.
The “modern Kobesplerre,”hasconsented to
delay his ap|>earance, ami stay the public executions until after New Year's
day, as so
many of the victims have expressed a desire
to make their usual annual calls before
going
to the guillotine.

,,,
Ore

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

«

•

w
JUNCTION OK

*

It Impart* a healthy action of the t.lands. Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, vary beuettciaJ iu Dropsy ,<_• out
I and Rheumatic A fleet ions.
SPICK'S WINK

AND

*•

AB<

York A

W

t
r

It1 a* no equal, causing an appetite and building up
the system, being entirely a pure urine of a moat valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,

..

Land in

o
S3

AS A

Quercitron

demanded

£rch»odor

N«> 1 2 g,

2^c

CASEY'S U. S.

3

European

|

7}

n

celebrated In Europe tor its medicinal and beneficial
oualitn*** a* a gentle Stimulant, Tonic. Diuretic, and
sudorific* highly esteemed by eminent
and American
used in
and by
some of tbe first families In Europe and America.

1

New AVorks !

S5

<

SAMBUC'l WINE,

|

Dr. Mackay has recently been
collecting eviaence upon which he is
prepared to demon■(rate that the < Vuifcdf rate States routain a
population of 100,000,00(1,000, inclusive, however, of a frw alligators.
TTie Nassau Gazette
complains that Admiral
Wilkes has chasi-d a British steamer
right
•eroM the island.
Both vessels had such a
tremendous head of steam
that
on,
they
could not
stop when they nemri-d the
Shore. Nothing was left for them but to rush
over hill aud dale till
they reached the water
again. The breach of belligerent righta has
aroused puhlli- Indignation to the
highest
pilch, and It is hoped that an apology w ill be

II
1

Every fain ly.at

|

—

i)
Sol

I

14c P lb.

—

bacon.

I

@

Cft

„_

—

$

o

Iff:

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

8

%

HOTEL,

O A. L e: S !

I

!=
O
**

hopes

The Baltimore Whig
expresses grave doubts
to whether Gen. H ool Is
really covered
with a grow th of short hair like a
sheep. It
thinks that the story takes its rise from the
General's habit ol saying “Bali!'’
A fearful rumor hail prevailed at Toronto.—
It was said that Mr. Stanton had
telegraphed
to the Governor-General to favor him with
the services of any British officer who hail
gone through the Indian mutiny, to instruct
the Federal artillery in the art of
blowing
away rebels from guns.
General Stonewall Jackson's whereabouts
still continues a subject of
mystery. A re'.urned whaler vows that he saw him on the
beach in Baffin's Bay, but an old
lady resident
in Martha's Vineyard is equally confident that
she had a glimpke of him at
midnight, endeavoring to turn the flank of her fattest side of

Leave Eortlaud for Hath and Annul, »t 1.00P
M,
eonuectiug with the
train, *1 Brunt,
wick for Lewi.ton Livermore
Wilton and firmington; and at Auguita with the .Somervt k KcnWatenrille, Kendall’. Mill, and gkowhegau ; and at Kendall’, Mill,
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burn,
hatn, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland. Androscoggin, aud Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor aud Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.
STAGS rO7f»BTTI0ga.
Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M for Wiscasect, Damariscotta, Waldoboro', Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston
Leave Augusta for Belfkst. at 4.00 P. M
or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B H. C l S1IMAN.
Manager aud Superintendent.
Augusta. Nor. 15. 1W3
novlft

Amlr(*cU(,Kr.,
Fill..

1

Kichnnar.
London—60d. 1624® 163
Paris.f 3 3t>a3 40

Falls,

Farmington.

cs
-r

« B

respectfully

SCALES.

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore
Wiltou and

2 3
UJ .3

•a

On and alter Wednesday, Nov. 18th,
passenger trains will leave as fol*

lows.

s

t-

HA^Y,

H.

**■£53®* 1902.

Invalids

a

Proprietor.

Standard

UBK.

Persons and

5 s

««•*)

Proprietor.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND H. R.

>*

IfMfrubilc

**

----

do.

Females, Weakly

to I2

Liynorice.

It is authoritatively announced that the Army of the Potomac waa uot delayed (as was
believed) by the overland transit of the pontoon*, bul by the presence of large flights of
canvas-back ducks, which had a
terribly demoralizing effect ou tile au|>erior officers.
The principal |>apers continue to be bitter in
their abuse of the mother
country. They declare that not only will the hatred of Americans vent Itself in ahip-louds of flour for the
suffering operatives iu Lancashire, hut that
they wifi cover their tombstones with inscriptions almut it.
The Provost Marshal lias ordered Superintendent Kennedy to lie chained
up at Mrs.
Brirasdale's back-door a* her wntch-dog, for a
fortnight, as a punishment for his indignities
to that charming lady.
The roads iu the neighborhood of Fredericksburg were so intolerably bad that an entire brigade of cavalry recently disappeared In
the mud, and up to date
nothing cou'd be seen
of them but the tips of their sword-blades.
The Times’ correspondent at Richmond affirms that that city is now so safe and at its
ease that the inhabitants are
subscribing for a
pump-room, and laying out a Zoological garden. The ladies sigh (he
says) for a renewal
of the “pleasurable excitement of a
siege by

at Washington.
widespread conflagration had broken
Middle. The light was so lurid aud

Pig

PUYSICIAMI’

FOR

For

MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

°

_

HO I SC.-

....

net ail.88

\V I \E.

% IIBI <1

Of Ohoio© Oporto Grape,

MEDICAL.

..

Mountains.

A

Hard,

**

pn train
Prr.id. lit Lincoln's M< -sage is
nearly a mile
long, and mi dolorous ia its tone that tbe very
li
Ml** 11 operators sob as the) signal it front
station U> station.
The substance of it is that, having «*).<»*>
moo in arm* and UUI gnus
afloat, the United
Males huntidy beg the
Kuropcsu Powers to
acerpl thanks for past favors, and contiuue
their patronage and the rebels to save them
the trouble oi setting their slave* free.
The Kacn-tary of On
Navy send, in a little
Mil to KugUnd “for depredations
per Alabama
anil suggests the dtsirsUeiew if Lord
Palmerston s despatching the Persia with the
Guards in pursuit of her.
Tbe Secretary of the Treasury waa sorry
lhat he could not keep urn* with his
report,
but the figures of the National
expenditure
wevw at* enormous Uiat he had to ••Chase" them
on horselack.
Gen. Grant is at Holly
Soring*, pushing nv
connoissances so hard in all directions that lie
has pushed one iuto the Gulf of
Mexico, and
aoother against a precipice on the
Kocky

16

Wood.

(’amphorhtc. Re ineddo li... 62s *39
4k, Tartarte Acid l»r, Hackmetack 1 tint*» r. |» tun
tWam Tartar. t\tric
10a 16
*Actd, Shellac, t Opal, I to- Molaaora
tic 4* |tat.
»ir ant! Hums used for /Hit*
like purposes ioc. Alias. 4 icnfiigu* .35a 36
35 « .Hi
Y*rdears*, thloraie qf I rinidad
ment* he hold* out to thdse whose bu«the»i or pleasS' *31
ure call them to the ‘forest t'ftv
potash, t arl. Mtgnesta>1 ah* elated
tfo tart
27*2*'
Re. Rnrncic Acid. YfHom do.
Jonathan bliss, proprietor
Prusstafr poftisk andr do Muscovado 32 .*33
Portland. Aug. 19. IBB.
dtt
Sew Orleaaa.
Rrd do 10c.
OotJic Acid ami Sugar 1'ortlard >\ ruj>, hhda. 20
« I vr'll II
do.
of I nut 4c. As/thaltmm
bbln 29
HOI hi
Nnila.
and he-Chru /Wash Mr,
E. O. Mayo,
Stt/41 lk, Epsom Sails, Ihtfy: fut\c. Wrought2c,
.4n»rrted 8c |> It*
Lf/uorte* E*"d, Hi-* Hrb
PA88ADUMKEAO, MAINE.
Camsttc Siuia lc ; < ask
S-<dn
4V»a4 75
Castor Oil fioc |» gal..
No** I Ml«re*.
anBuiATIIK ■rtaarthfi Would very
41 /hittt Turpt ntine, Bonin,
°*
*2
4*
to
his
T*AmL*HiM»uiM:e
nutneron* friends, und the
Morphine
t 'opprrns1 • 1‘itrh, 7Yte20
vm ate 4* rut
\*endral.,
generally, tbat during tbi t»'inp<*rsrv
6<*c 4* cut.. Muriatic AcJS. Turpentine 15c Vgal
LcEHM' .i;t| iiborv suspension of bis business he
ad
ml
hbl6i3«14
id 10 pr
Spong- Tar (foreign
ha* furnished this well-know a house anew, and is
es, Assafartida, Isin- htch (foal Tv) 34*, 4t
aow better than ever prepared to wait upon hi* cusglass. Ptor Sulphur. Sen- K«*dn.18 *20
tomer* and
by strict attention to their want*
nit. Arrouroot, C ins mg Tur|M ntine l>gai 2V**290
to merit a coutti.nance cf the patronage which he ha*
2(i
pc, hletu-king Koir- 4in It him.
hitherto received
E. C. MAYO.
ders SOc |» rtrf
Sago1 /hity Free.
Jane
dAwtf
28.1*8.
i‘a«*adumkcag.
6<»c 4fort., Sal Soda and American.8]ft 9J
>.</« Ask pc |> lb. t fmh
Oil.
HATH
I
Hrimst.me tS and Ihdl /hitIf Sperm, Whale and
do.
4> ton. Alcohol 40c other Fith Oils of forBy C. M. PMJMMK
h
eign Htheriet 30 %*c ad
4» gal
Alutu 4» lb. 4 <G) 6c
3*«. Wakhirotos St., Bath.
rat.. Linseed, Hampered
and Hope*red28c 4* gat.,
AJo**» .30 n 37
Arrow Hoot .17 a 40
Salad 60c,
Olire 23c,
1 •.•Term* fl per day. Stable counam^
Ho rax. 30 «32
Palm. Seal anti Cocoawith house.
nut 10c
Hrinmtonc '(roll).. 4U fi
pal.
Bath. June 28.1*0.
dtf
I’ortland Hcrotu-ne
{ lli-t'trb. Soda.8]
fi «j fij
Uluminat'g Oil 55 ftflOc
I Sulphur.
Sal boda.3; a. 4 Mat hi tie .80ft 82
hlUADAHOCK HOI SC.
1Citrine.
Camphor.140»15fl
AlfVed Carr.
( ream Tartar.So ;«,66 Site ran Winter. .2 08ft 210
Logwood ex..... .12pa 14 Whale, ref. Wlnt 98 *100
BATH. MAINE.
do. (Crude.90 a92
Magnesia.2$ «3*»
Indigo. M’la, fine t1}'a 2 Grand Bank and
THE City of Bath i* one of the healthiest
Madder.17ca in
Bay Chaleur. 626 ft 29
localities on thecoa*t of Maine—delightfulOpium .Hfpj Shore.24 *26
ly situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
Rhubarb.200 a 2l*•Linseed.31 36£1 39
from the sea, and affords one of the most I
Alcohol.94 aUK Boiled.1 40*142
mv iting retreat* from the dust and turmoil of
our
Fluid.1 10 €1 V> Ijird Oil.1 0«>*1 06
cities.
large
IJamphene.3 90&2 9c> Olive Oil.175*180
Trie .Sag ad a hock is one of the finest, most
spaSaltpetre.11 (a23 Cantor 4 Ml. 220*2 26
cious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
Vitnol.12 &
Neatsf«Hit Oil.... 1OGftl 12
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot. Steamboat
Oniaaa
Djrwaadt.
Post
Custom
Office.
Landing,
House, fcc., being di- I
Fret.
1* hbl.63 47*3 50
huty:
rectly in the business centre of tbe City.
hush.1 30ft 1 33
I Harwood.2pa}
Term Made rate By (he Week ar Day.
ltranl Wood.13 (oj)
Pniats.
Bath. June 28, 1*B.
Camwood.4pa 41 Duty On Whitt Lead dry
dtf
Cuba. 2 a 2J| or ground in oil and /fed
I Fustic,
*'
Sa\ au\ ilia 1}$j, 2
Lead 62 40 4* MO !bn,
Litharge 24c, Oxide
FAIRBANKS'
Zinc
4» lh. Prussian
Logwood,
Cain peachy.2 (ft2i
Bluet rermilion. Chrome
St. Domingo.1j ft 2
Yellow, Venetian Bed 25,
14
Extract
Spaninh Hrown dry 20,
a
ad rat., Yelin oil 80
Wood.
Nic
a 4Jl
It nr and other Ochres 60c
Peach
3J
"
W' fo*. Part* White
Red
.8m
\
3j
**
.2 «
Sapan
W hiting 50c p 100 lb*.
llark.. 2}-ft 2]}
Red Sanders.3 (ft 6 F'tl’d Lead. in oil.910*ilOl
These celebrated Scales are still made by the origI-ewis Lead,
11 all!
Dark.
inal inventors, (and only by them,) and are conBoston Lead,
..11 all*
fhity 9> f»c ad val.
stant y rt'ceiving all the improvements which their
French Zinc,
Ravin*.46c®
long experience and skill can suggest.
Amer. Zinc, "
.8 (a 81
Portiaud, No. 3..90 ft
They are correct in principle, thoroughly made,
Kochelle Yellow.. .8 (a 34
No. 10. .62 ft
of the be$t materials, and are perfectly accurate and
Ven. Ked-3 m
No. 8 TO
Kne.
8’r,
Navy,
durable •« operation.
11 a
No. 10 Cl
Litharge..
Ked
Tent Duck,
Plnaier.
U.S. 10 oz.66 @
For sale, in every variety, as
M
Put ft
Free.
12 oz.66
Per ton Soft.22.VS2 50
Frnthrr*.
Hay, Coal and Railroad Bcalea |
Hard.200*225
30 |>c ad rat.
7>ufg
BUTCHERS', GROCERS’, DRUGGISTS', CON.&(jUa.650
Live Geese P lb 60 «66 ti round..
Provision*.
Russia.26 ft
FECTIONERS' and GOLD
and
Pork lc,
Fi*h.
Ihtty: Bet/
Lard, Bacon and Hams
j Duty For 100 lbs foreign
8
Putter
and
1.
Cheese
4c
*lr,
Herring
caught
Mackerel 82, Salmon 83;; Ch'go Me** Beef.912 *14
and all other pickled in Portland do.
121 a 13
bids. 81 50 P bid., other- P’tJ’d ext. do.
14 «14J
trise 60c f* cwt. From Pork, extra clear 19 (a20
With a complete variety of
Prori nee* free.
Pork, clear.18 «. 11*
WEIGHING APPARATUS,
Cod large
qut.. 841 ft41 Pork, me**. 16 a 161
small.8* u 31 Pork, extra do .14 a 14*
by
Pollock.2. « 2\ Pork. Prime. 13 g 131
Haddock, .If a 1 |< Ex Prime.14 a 14}
Hake.1 55 «1 U> Hound Hog*. 6J<q
Herring,Shoref>bL4 (ft 4J! liam*.H («9c
118 Milk Street—corner of Batterymarch Street,
none, City Smok’d Ham* 9! g 10
do. Labrador,
do. Scaled pbx.3‘« 35c
Produce.
Boston.
do. No. 1.20ft26 Beef pqn'r p lb 6 (S 71
18 a 19
Mackerel p bbl..
Sold in Portland by EMERY A WATERHOUSE.
Kgg*. p dor
Bay No. 1.flOpgll Potatoes, pbbl.fl 6<Y&1 75
oc*R
8 Chickens.lOa 12
Bav No.
Bay No. 8. 5la « Lamb .5 (a> 8
Shore No. 1... .loia, 11 Turkics..10 * 12
“2
! t.eese.9 ;al0
ft
do. (medium)
4j a 4j ! Veal.none.
do. (small).3ft 31 Pickle*, p bbl... .974 a, 84
NEW EDI now OF
Frail.
Ricr.
1
Duty: /.envois, Oranges, I>utg Cleaned 14c, PadRamona* and Plantains
dy \c p lb.
2a Pc ad vat., Ahnond» Hire p lb.6J@ 7i
Runs.
4c, and Shelled do. 6c f>
lb. Nut* and Dates 2c Portland distilled.53 ,<x65c
HALL L. DAVIS.
lb. ('nrrants. Figs, Saleralu*.
Plums, Prunes and Rai- saleratus p lb.64@ 7c
53
Street
sin* 6c t» tb. Citron 3'
Salt.
dti
•Pt. 27. 1842.
4>c ail rat.
;Ihtty In bulk 18c. and in
bags 24c p 100 lb*.
j Almond*—.Jordan P lb,
i
Soft Shell.20 fa^ic■Turk’* 1*., p hhd.
Shelled.26 a30 : (8 bus.).92 8TV»3 25
: Currant*.16 (ft 16
Liverpool.2 7.Va3 IK)
Citron.42 a46 Cadiz. .mine
*1 T 16*000 Acres of Land—supposed to conI2fa2j 8ack* Salt .none.
tain, ou an a\erage.about five thousand of stum- ! Pea Nut*
Fig*, common.... none. Lr'd Butter Salt. 22 vSl
pagv to an acre, of spruce, hemlock and pine, besides
New Eleme.1 Sr'S. 22
Starch.
much bard wood, and a go d grow th ot young,thrif1^'tnon*. p box 82 a. 2 Ihtty 20 pc ad ral.
ty jumper— a pond or lake, near the centre, o> about
2 60 Pearl..6F® 7$
Orange*—Havana.
1000 vcins..with a good w ater power at its outlet.—
I
Raisin*.
(potato.3« o 4
This pond flows, by the
present dam, about 1000 acres
Blue |*ca*k.161 a 16
Shot- P lnulb* 99- a 10
of meadow, w hich can be put into grass, to great ad10
Black
.88
(a
I>roii.... 910f a;
vantage. by withdrawing the flow age.
Bunch
box .3 76ft 3 871 Buck.
The Mill is but a short distance from tide water,
11*(S
|
Laver.3 87ft4 Oti
where the Lumber is loaded.
Soap.
Date*.7 (ft 9< I />uty 35 pc ad ral.
This property by mortgage fell Into the hands of
Prune*.81ft 1(M loathe ft Lore'*. Trowthe present ow ners, who reside at a distance, and tho
Floar—Portland in*p
bridge ft Smith’s F.xland will be sold at an immense bargain to any one
Superfine.86 25-ft6 60•! tra No. 1 p lb—91® 9]
who has the faculty and inclination to manage it.
Fancy.6 50a6 76 Family do.SI*. 84
For farther information apply to Col. .!. L. LawI Extra.7 00a7 26> No. 1
rence, or to
LEVI BARTLETT & C’O.,
Family.7 26 a 8 »m• Eagle No. 1.6J* 0?
declfl dlaw8w
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston.
I ExtraSuperior 7 76ft8 76 Star.64*
5j
Western extra* 7 2.Vn 7 60
"
W.
farnilvT.7 37«H 37 Crane's.9 (a 9]

<tl (

dr

*

I

RAILROADS.

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

Lead*

buty

frmr Ml.

BOEll Til K undersigned respect fhlly inform* the
public flint l»* ha* leased the above Umw,
(HI on federal Street, Portland. id invitee
A aW* M the travelling community to call and see if
he knows **how to keep a botei
Clean,
airy room*, (mid W*. a well-provided I tble. attentive servant* and moderate charges are the induce-

A.

I.X. .15

Coke.112 a,12

.»•«!*do. ext. 1‘ine 8- « 4
I* tM
Laths. Spruce.
12"* 126
Drag* aad l>re«.
( • «»«*do
<nl
line
.126* 2«si
t\
h*ty
4*
«*/
uu-tt fi Oil Ainu mils and
Otro rf Km* tl 60. OH M«>! Ith*l Mi<jnk.
2 75a 2-47
hrrgam*>t. Cassia and k
t Jour* tl. Hydeu*taii Sunr d *. city. 275" 2 *7
P'dasklftc.Canthartdre, do do c*tW 1 25 u 1 W
Mastic.ljuear. Rhubarb, tireettt o'* na’d 1 I*o« 1 ‘Ji
tMrdamtms. oil Lemon, 4 eni.tr> Kill M<»|
V
1
'I \ '*
Anise and Orange. /«►
1 25a 1 50
rlitu ,V*\ TolnassdiVmh slash.

VQCQB
fJtHJjH

MBLH

SPi: EB*|

**

Borrow
1*1 IIax'vik mi:ht
I ortnerN %/•»>• *».*• //<**»•»•—conducted ow
1”M the European p.au. I tie subscriber has
1 Hi*- above House, and nearly furnished it
throughout. 1 he House h now open to the public
dec*7
A.P MOBl«L*ON. Proprietor.

taken Irum the

orrtmfmult ml

iioine

dtf

BUi'KKTOIVE IIOI hr,

ork.)
\ > » Vulu.UtT.il.
as-udd.d
on the 1st.
Coogrvm
Tbe Uotw.
B and V Wood arrived, borne on tbe shoulder* of hfly merchant
ot
New
princes
Vork.
The petitions In pul a stop In the war which
they are In present followed by a special lug-

In

EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

HOTELS.

TXIJUHtAM*.)

otrm 1

18H2.

do.

C'umberPd pton.8101^11 Am. Tig p I00lb.£9jtt 10
Foreigu Pie.\t\g 10
Whitea^h.10®
Sheet and ripe.. 11 ^llj
Lehigh.10®
Lime*
Franklin. 10®
ad vat.
Coffee.
buty 10 Pca»k..
lb.
68 ^ISo
5c
p
Duty
I.umber -From yard.
Java p th .35 ®8fic
St. Domiugo.*31 Clear line, No. l.£38 a
No 2 34 a,
do.
Kio ....32 ® 33
do.
No.3 24 gt
Mocha.X one.
do.
No 4 14 a,
Cordage.
ManilLumber
17 (a 18
Shipping
Duty Tarred2\e.
II
la 24, all other 84 p lb Sprue*.
M a lo
14 * I4j Ifetulock
American p lb
KiiMsia Hemp.W] *1" Box Sh ks.(cash) 46 >• W
t lapb ds, S eat
614 *§10
Manilla
I'
*32
Boitrope, Russia l**»*l7v do.
Manilla 15j * 1*} Shingles, (>d ext 2; a 3
do.

J. I.. FARM K.R,

Per Persia. rl« Roche's Point.
our

tumem>us 81 10, all other kinds 60c P ton.

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, I^ondonderry or Glasgow:
Third Clam, Mk FtfUt Clam, £77 to *92— according
to accommodation,—w hich includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
! back. fl86
Apply to Rdmoastoao, Allan I Co.. Montreal.or to
No

MEDICAL.

®12 do. n;d. wta.. .81 *32
Country.10^ all do. heavy.31 (*32
do. slaughter. 33 *37
(oalH Retail.)
Duty From Br. Provinc- Amer. t alt-kins S*t a 90
es free, other foreign Bi- .Slier Wax Ixatli.19 ig, 20

.,

London Amers. au:

(From

Cheese.
Duty 4c P tb.
Vermont p lb... .11

Passengers

10

.4J(gj 6
Twine.
Duty : 35 pc ad cal.
Cotton Suik.OGcrtlOO
“.60 (a 66
Flax

leather*
buty 3U pc atl ral.
iNew York, light. 29 (*31c

Sperm.Si v&36

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamer*: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
A M ERICA N, N« >RWE<. I AN. J U R A.
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday moruing. for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M
with
Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
connecting

because Cyrus certainly can't march :
Cyrus
was killed at Cuaaxa. But no matter; this bowci
trie telegram may serve to illustrate tie- fol-

AHE.AM

Mail Line.

Weekly

battle is taken from an

p lb.

Spring.9

MO N T REAL

The following tel ‘graphic account of

lowing burlesque dispatches,

t5$
Ship.4]

John.

••

Soft,
9c
e

liyi*ou.7ijc(a*\
Making.60 ®66
....46® 60
Young 11 yson... .75 a 1 Hemp
Oolong .67 (o)80 India. 25® :>3 1
Souchong.60 ®65
Vnrniah.
Tulincco.
Furniture.82 ® 8
Duty: Leaves unmanu ac- Coach.... 8f a 6
tun-d 25. all other kinds Da mar.3\% 4
35 pc ad cal.
Wool.
6'g&10’a beat br’da.70 (®76c Duty Posting 18c p lb
do.
medium. .65 <0*68 j and under 6 i>c,over 18c
do.
common. 60 (a/62
to 24e p lb 3c, over 24c
halfib* beat br'da. 78 (a HO 1 9c t> lbdo. med. good.06 (a7<* Fleece.45 dr55c
do. common. ..60 ®62 Lambs*.45 a 53
Natural Leaf, tbs* ?1
If Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.lj.u* 2 Duty fn blocks or pigs
Tin.
l^c, in sheets 2c p ib,
Duty: Pig 16c, Platesmanufactures of 80 pc
ad cal.
pc ad val.
Banca. cash.43c® 44 IMg* and alab*.54® 64
Straits*, cash.40 «f42 Sheet .Y.o*sdinann. 1140x12
l’latea-Char.I.C.812i« 13 Sheathing.90 ®

21.

lb.2fa

by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port aud St.

Special Telegrams.

January

8]

Rooms.
Goods forwarded

miscellany!
cent

follows:

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY', at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River. New Y’ork, every WEDNESDAY'
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, D. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe aud
comfortable route for travellers between New Y'ork
and Maine. Passage £5,00, including Fare aud State

I

All is contusion; now isn’t it odd!
Nothing is sober that I see abroad;
Sure it were rash with the crew to remain,
Better go into the tavern again.

for the Press to

pro-!

Hoffman, will, until farther notice,

Then the street lamps—what a scandalous sight!
None of them soberly standing upright;
Rocking and staggering—why, on my word.
Each of the lamps is as drunk as a lord!

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Ten**.
Ihity 20c

pc ad val.

refined.8i®
Hough.6] a,

An additional duty of
Hops.
10 pc is levied on all mer-! buty 5c p lb.
ehanuise not imported di- First Sort, 1802... 14 (a,15
I rou*
rect from the place qf
duct ton or growth.
buty Pig and Stamp £0,
Bar not exceeding $60 p
Ashes.
ton value £17 p ton, exDuty 10 pc ad val.
Pearl p tt>.7*@ 8j' ceeding £60 p Ion £18,
less thau^l inch thick or
Pot.74®
more than 7 inches wide,
Apples.
Oroeu pbbl.160®! 76j rounds less than 4 inch
Sliced p lb.Sia/fyc or more than 4 incites in
Cored p lb.bt ®0 j
diameter, and squares
3 ! less than 4 inch or more
Uncored p
1
than 4 inefos square £20,
Bread.
Hail road £12 60, Boiler
pc.
Duty:
Pilot p 100 lbs
@ 6* and Plate 626 p ton,
Sheet 2«2Jc p fb and
® 4i
£3*5 p ton.
Crackers per bbl.. 3a J 3]
Crackers, P 100 .36 v®40c [Common.3J-* 8]
lteflned ..4V* 44
Butter.
Swede.6 <% 6j
Duty 4c p lb.
Family p lb.22 ®24c Norway .i^g 7
Store.15 :®16 Cast Steel.22 *24
Ccrmau Steel.... 14 ,*10
Beaus.
Marrow p bush$2 37a262 Engli.shJBli*Steel. 10 (a.17
Pea.2 02va2 87
g 10
Blue Pod.2 87®2ti2 Sheet Iron, Engl 6J<® 6}
Sheet Iron,Kusoia. 17 (j§18
Candles.
Duty Spent!and Wax8c. do Bus iiu’t. .13 (&14
laird.
Steartne 6c, Tallow 2)c
Barrel, p lb .104@11
U lb.
Mould p lb.13Jc<ai4 Kegs, p lb.I04'ig.llc

splendid and fast Steamships
"CHESAPEAKE,” ( apt. Willktt,
and
"PARKERSBURG,” Captain
run as

Stock 10
American

Expressly corrected

LINE.

The

Moon! ’tis a very queer figure you cut:
One eye is staring while t’other is shut;
Tipsey, I see, and you are greatly to blame;
Old as you are, ’tis a horrible shame.

THE MARKETS.

remedy

grauted October. 1862.

KL.

Frohock,

tETlt afords RELIEF in twenty-four hours, and

an entire cure is irarrw*/e<#, when taken
to directions, which accompany each bottle.

according

GENERAL AGENT.
VTnder Pniled Slate* Hotel, Portland.

{

__

DR. H1GHES*

Eclectic tledical

testimonials:

We have introduced several of the Justly celebrated ”Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spriug bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
of them in the highest terms.
used. Our guest*
We r»*comroend their use to all hotel keeper* who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin a son.
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1963.

speak

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,' and
very much p!eas«d with it.
JOSlAU U. DRUMMOND.
Port laud. July 23.1862.
I

1

am

am

[From Hon. Lot M* Morrill.]
Having used Anderson' Spring Bed Bottom, I can
eheerfnllv recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 6, 1862
Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
•'Ahdervon Sprang Bed Bottom.” I have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do moot cheerAillv recommend them to the public.
D«. N. R. BOLTELL.
Waterville. May. 1861

Infirmary.

Established far the treatment <tf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Manor and
I

delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS.—Pr. Hughes baa
a
his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his practice he
: has treated thousands
of cases, and in so instance
; has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild.
and there is no interruption of business or change of
I diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, ft Ternstreet. C harges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
| In all cases. Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies Mil; cures without
or restriction in the habits of the patient; caret without the disgusting and
effects of most other
remedies; cures new case* in a ftw hours; cure* without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetaI ble, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
I loca!lv. caa be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
bad habits in youth.
weakness, generally caused
the
effect* of which are pain and dizziness in the
|
head, forgetfblness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eye#, etc., terminating in consumption or Inif neglected, are speedily aad permanently

j

PRIVATE
for
uumber of years confined

pie

I

dieting

stekaattej

by

sanity
cured.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DR. J BP HUG HRS,
No. ft Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
JuU—dk wtfft
QT8«Bd stamp fbr Circular.

Mr. D K Frohock has furnished the beds in my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” and
I take pleasure lu recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A. H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School. Little Bine. Farmington.
I have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping on
oueaf the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must say it tar surpasses anything I had anticipated. My wife who is feeble, has
one of
had no pNHl rest mr six months till
these beds. She would not part with Hon any acALLEN
fcxv JOHN
count.
Farmington. Feb. W. 1*0

UNDERTAKER,

No. Ill Eirhnngr Street, PortlaaS,
RmIUbbi-f

r. *r of 411
ob band

•ubIIt

The Bed Bottom I bought of you tally merit# my
expectations snd is IMK up to your high recommen-

COFFIIS

dations. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
dosir-* to improve their sleepingapartmrnts.
AI STAPLES,
A. K. WILLIAMS.
Augusta. April 16.1863.

CopfTW Hu—t. krtu 001kladi or

all the rmrlow

AID

CA8KIT8,

Now in I’ae,
And will make © order anything af this kind that
may be ordereo, -t short notice, from, the cheapest to
the vert heat. By giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manu Tact tiring, lining and trimming
of the above, I can tarnish them cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug. MM2.

Having terted the •'Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.**
I can cheertally recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article: and 1 believe it to be superior to
anything of the kind now iu use.
Rxv E. HAWKS.
Waterville. April 12. 1862.
Testimonials similar to the above have been reproprietor# of the following public

ceived from the
houses—

Penobsot Exchange. Bangor.
Franklin House. Bangor.
Skowhegan House. Skowhegan.

At a Court or Prorate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of January in the year of onr Lord
eighteen hundred and
TEWKSBCRk Executor of the last
Will and Testameut of John t.ower. late of
Portland In said County, decanted, having presented
his first account of administration of said estate for
^
Ordered, That the said Executor lire noIt
tice to all persons interested, by causing notice to bo
successively in the Maine
published three week*
State Press, printed at Portland, that they may apto be hpld at *aid' Portland,
Court
a
Probata
at
pear
on the first Tuesday of February next, at ten of
tlie cloak In the forenoon; and snow cause, if any
they have, why the same should not be allowed

JONATHAN
iwi

I

WILLIAM GEAR ROWS. Judge.

Kent** Hill.
lullTdfcwfta

a

j m r,*» p. si.fi.pfk.

FI HNISHINO

occupying

Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winthrop.
Winthrop House, Waterville.
Elmwood House,
I.itch field Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Bevore House. Vassalboro.
II allowed House, Hallowell.
China House, China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushion* House, Augusta.
Abbott’s School Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School,

This Syrup ia also a nwist valuable Madly cathartic,
to be always used when
ia required, especially
farchibhrm. It corrects the accretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature ia her
efforts to restore health. 7f is purely rtf Vegetable
Extracts, and always v\ft and reliable.
Sold in New York by Hall k Rrt hkl.SISGreen•
wich street; in Boston by Gao. C. lioopwtv k Co.,
12 Marshal) street, and other Wholesale Druggist*.
Sold in Portland by II H. HAY and all the princideco 8m
pal Druggists.

physic

desirable mechanical arrangement baa now
use a sufficient length of time to shew
gives entire satisfaction and actually ia the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all other* in
the Spring Bed department, embracing a little more
of tkair KMlIltMMI, and vet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptace with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger hi suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durably, and not liable to get out of order.
been in
THIS
that it

Commercial House Portland. June 16, 1962.
Having introduced the “Auderson Spring Bed Bottom” into mv house, after trial. I pronounce it to be
an easy and healthy bed.
I am using several kinds
of spriug bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Syrup

I* the first and only
ever oft red to the mb*
lie for the effectual remora! of the A'carries, or PinWorms. from the human system. TV high rewwta1 tk»n it has established ia the last two years, and the
Met that it is fast «up. nM-ding all other worm rentdies, is the best test of H* great merit.

,

I

A true cony, attest,
EUGENE
30 w8w

HUMPHREY. Register

